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A consideration of the Cultic interpretation 

of the Psal t:.=e;.:.r _____ _ 

'Thus the evidence is conclusive that the Psalter has a history 

as long and. complex as the Old 'l'estament itself'. Certain of ita 

older poems may come from the days of David, about 1000 BC. Its 

later Psalms breathe the warlike spirit of the Maccabean age. It 

represents the growth of at least 8C and the work of_ fully 100 poets. 

Behind it lie 2 milleniwns of' Semitic relisious history; but the 

Psalms themselves, with few exceptions, come from the four centuries 

and a half that began with the destruction of Jerusalem in ·586 BC. 

They record the inspired insight, the datmtless courage, and the 

profound spiritu~l experiences of the noble souls ITho faced the cruel 

persecutions and the great crises of the Persian, Greek and r.laccabean 

periods. Born in stress ancl struggle, they have a unique message 

and meanine; for all ITho are in the stream of life' • Such was the 

concluding paragraph of a typical book on the Psalms written in the 

earlier years of the present century ( C.F.Kent - 'l'he Songs. H;ymns 

and Prayers of the Old Testament: 1914 p.48). It expresses 

admirably the conventional vievr \7hich many theologians held at that 

time an~ indeed is typical of an older critical view which, in 

A.R.Johnson's words, regarded the Psalter as 'a reservoir who~e 

resources were deep but ·well-fathomed' (I•:ssay: 'The Psalms' -

Old Testament and r.iodern Stud,y p.206). But, to continue Johnson's 

simile- 'the tendency now is to regard this reservoir a:J fed by a 

river, equally deep but far more mysterious, whose course still 

remains to be charted but the exploring of which promises to open up 

far wider and richer territories in the realm of Israel's faith and 

worship than had hitherto been suspected' (loc.cit.). Our purpose 

in this.study will be to consider some of the exploratory studies 

which have been made in recent years along the lines of a cultic 

interpretation of the Psalter and which have rendered the .Psalms one 

of the 1nost fascinating fields of research for the student of the 

Old '.Pestament. 
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Whilst therefore we shall be dealing primarily with the newer 

cultic interpretation of the Psalms, it is important to point out 

that this method of interpretation is by no means one that is 

universally accepted amongst 

of the foremost exponents of 

A.R.Johnson, is particularly 

Old Testament scholars. Indeed one 

the Cultic approach in England, 

noteworthy for his insistence upon the 

employment of caution and sotmd judgement with regard to his own 

studies. There are many too who would think that this note of 

caution has been sadly lacking in the work which has been produced 

by the so-called 'Uppsala School' on this same subject. Some 

indication of the kind of criticism which advocates of' the 'Myth, 

ritual and Kingship' school of thought are likely to call forth 

can be found in, say, Professor Snai th' s detailed study '!'he Jewish 

New Yeo.r Festival, or in such an article as Professor Stevtart 

McCullough's 'Israel's Kings, Sacral and Otherwise' (liT, LXVIII. 

1957 p.144f. But see also A.R.Johnson's reply in the same 

Volume p.178f). 

We shall commence our study therefore, \Vi th a general review 

of the standard treatment of the Psalter current at the turn of the 

century, and which so far as those scholars who are not convinced 

by the newer cultic approach are concerned, is still current. If 

we wished to give this oider···method. of treatment some sort of desig

nation, v1e might well call it an historical and biographical approach, 

that is, the Psalms were considered as individual compositions their 

character and date being decided almost solely on subject matter. 

Of the numerous commentaries1 on the Psalter which employ this 

method we wou~d mention amongst others A.F.Kirkpatrick- The Psalms 

( 1902) and W. E. Barnes - '!'he Psalms ( 1931) both of which we shall be 

considering in detail at a later stage. 

tv1o general points regarding the Psalter: 

First of all then one or 

1. Neale: Comment~ry on the Psalms (1869).- e.g. Cheyne: '!'he 
book of Psalms ( 1888) • '!'he origin anrl rel. contents of the 
Psalter (1891). The book of Psalms (1904). Briggs: A 
critical and exegetical commentary on the book of Psalms 
( 1906/7). Cf' also Marson: The Psalms at work ( 1894) 
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a) Names 
I 

The LXX translators used. the word- fJ..~ (meaning the 

music of a stringed instrument or a song sung to the accompani

ment of such music) to express the Hebrew "1 i ~lY.) which was the 

technical term for a song with musical accompaniment. 

tion was titled simply 'Psalms' ( t"AJAO~ _ ) or the 

Psalms' or in later times 1 The Psalter' ( _ -~al."T~f 
'lw~T, f"OY ) . The Hebrew Bible gives the title of 

'Book of Praises' or simply 'Praises 1 0 ~ ~ 1) ..2-\ 
tJ _.51_-R~-;_, It is interesting to note here t~a t. on~y . ·• .. 

The collec

' Book of 

or_ 

the book as 

abbreviated 

one Psalm 

carries the title of 'A praise' (~.145) -Kirk-patrick considers that 

the title of the collection probably originated in the tlse of it as 

the Hymn book of the Second Temple (op.cit.p.:-:v). i\nother title vms 

1) i h.:>~ or 'Prayers'. 'rhere are some five Psalms which bear . . 
this title (Psalms 17; 86; 90; 102; 142). 

b) Divisions of' the Psalter 

Fi•,re books from earliest times: 

I Psalml?_ 1-41 

II 42-72 

III 75-89 

IV 90-106 

v 107-150 

This five-fold division is earlier t~~n the ~XX and ITe find reference 

to it in both early Jewish and Christian v7!'itings e.g. Midrash on 

Ps.1.1- 'Moses gave the Israelites the five pooks of the Law, and to 

correspond to these David gave them the book of Psalms containing 

five books' • Similarly Jerome in his ££ol.Ga~. writes 'Tertius 

ordo Hagiographa possidet. Et primus liber incipit a Job. Secundus 

a David, _quem quinque incisionibus et uno Psalmorum volumine co1npre-

Most of the Fathers mention this division, offering 

various reasons for its existence. Kirkpatrick's conclusion is that 

' •••• the division of the books in part corresponds to older collections 

out of which the Psalter was -formed, in part is purely artificial, and 

probably had its origin in the wish to compare the Psalter with the 

Pentateuch' (op.cit. p.xviii). 
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c) ·Individual titles of the Psalms 

i) Titles describing the character of the Psalm e.g.· 'Psalm' 

() 1 n 'tv;> ) - a piece of music' a song i'Ti th instrumental accompani

ment o.; 1 Song' or 'Canticle' ( 1 • W ) . Similarly i1:aschil 

(~.I~-~ Y] ) , Michtam (P {\ y ~ ) , S~iggaion (_ l i ' ·~ ~ ) , Pray~r 
( nh "~)' Praise (i)!, 11 .f.) ) • 

T · : T . : 
ii) 'ritles relating to the musical setting or performance e.g. 

I To the chief' musician' en~ J V)~); I Selah' (_ 1) ~ b ) ; I On 
. -···-·- T"" 

Neginoth' (l)l}5 U :1.) etc. · · . . . 
Of these first two groups there is little evidence to show to 

which period they belong. Most co~mentators would take them as being 

post-exilic, but it is worth noting that what remains of pre-exilic 

literature is not the kind of 111aterial in which we would expect to 

find technical terms relating to musical ritual. Furthermore there 

is a noticeable absence of these titles in Books IV and V despite 

the fact that many of' these Psalms were obviously intended for 

liturgical use. The translators of the LXX do not see:n to have 

understood them even though they appeared in the Hebrew text and we 

might infer therefore that they were either obsolete or unintelligible 

at the time the Greek translation was made. They cannot then belong 

to the latest stage of the history of' the Psalter. 

iii) Titles referring to the Liturgical use of the Psalms e.g. 

'TI'or the Sabbath Day' ~Ps.92 -~}~ Ul~); 'A Psalm of thanks

giving' (~.100 -0~).()~ llt.lT~ ). Similarly 'A Song at 

the dedication of' the House' (Ps.30 _l)S-;)_1) ll~Jn-l.syj ) or 'A 
I - ·-- -·.-• • 

Song of Ascen~· (Pss.120-134- :(l i·~~Y:>U ")s·u) ) • 
.. - -.- . 

Standard commentators ••rould take many of these titles as later 

additions, as severai of them, whilst agreeing i7ith Jewish tradition 

are not fou.11cl in the Hebrew text (Of. the title of' Ps. 30 supra -

this is gemerally taken as referring to the Festival of Dedication 

of the Second Temple). As v1e shall have a good Cl.eal to say about 

these particular Psalms at a later ·stage in our study Yre will not· 

comment on this judgement now. 
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iv) Titles referring to authorship or or~g~n e.g. 'Of David' 

( 73 Psalms bearing the title 1 11 b_ ) ; 'Of Moses' ( Ps. 90 -
. T. . . 

. '1WO~ ); 'Of Solomon' (e.g. h·72 -livi~~); 'Of the sons 

of torahi (to Psalms bearing the title 1) ;·-p- .s ~~ ~ ) • 

v) Titles referring to historical events in the reign of David 

e.g. Ps.51 (referring to David's fall - ~ ":1 ui-... ls',~- ?li,3..),; 
- - T T"" : 

With regard to these h.st two groups there is general agreement 

that no reliance can be placed on these titles as indicating either 

actual authorship or as representing trustworthy tradition or giving 

reliable information. This conclusion is the result of careful 

examination of the contents and language of each Psalm in relation 

to its title and the resultant fact that it is frequently impossible 

to reconcile the two. :!!'or instance of the Psalms which bear the 

name of David there arc many which asswne circumstances and situa

tions which do not in any way correspond with those which applied in 

David's time. Similarly the feelings expressed in certain of these 

Psalms are .often difficult to reconcile with those one 1vould ex~ 

i-n a man of David's position and character. Furthermore vlith 

regard to the content of certain of these Psalms we find that some 

refer to the Captivity (e.g. Ps.69); others to a period quite 

obviously later than David's (e.t;. Ps.139) as witnessed by the 

langUc'!.ge employed. We can question the titles of' those Psalms 

ascribed to As a ph (David' s mus_ician) on simi:}.ar grounds, for some of' 

them refer quite_ clearly to the destruction of Jerusale~ and the 

~x:Ue (e.g. Pss. 74; 79; 80 et al.)_ whilst others seem to belong 

t~ the post-ex~lic perio~. Nevertheless it would be vrron.g to 

dismiss the titles of the Psalms under discussion as being completely 

vTOrthless, for the comparatively infrequent occurrence of titles 

in the later books IV and V of the Psalter is some indication that 

they '-:rere not merely the inventions of lo.ter wri-ters, and \'t e can 

also infer from this fact that the titles ,.,h..ich are extant did rest 

upon some authority of one kind or another •. 

'rhus it is generally accepted that the value of' the titles lies 

in the fe.ct that they indicate the source from which the Psalms 

were derived rather than actual authorship. The 'Psalms of the Sons 
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of Korah' therefore, is probably part of the title of a group of 

Psalms written by members of the family of Korah aml preservecl in a 

special collection. The same is likely to be the case with those 

Psalms v1hich are entitled 'Psalms of Asaph'. Yet again in the case 

of the Davidic ascriptions we may reasonably assume that this.has 

been taken over from the general collection from which the Psalm 

was derived. Kirkpatrick(op.cit.p.xxxiii) quotes an interesting 

parallel namely, t:r...a t the whole Psalter came to be kno;rn as the 

'Psalms of David' taking this title from its founder and most famous 

author. In the same vray then, aml in much earlier times, the smaller 

collections came to bear the name of David whereas in fact it is 

likely- that only the origin and nucleus were his. On incorporation 

into the Psalter the name of David was placed as the title of each 

Psalm taken from these earlier collections. Vl.E.Barnes ( op.cit. 

p.Y.xiv) draws attention to the colophon attached to Ps.72 - ''I'he 

prayers of David the Son of Jesse are ended' as evidence that the 

present Psalter was in fact composed from preceding collections. 

Yet havin3 said all this, one further rrord of caution is 

necessary. '.'ie have suggested that the Titles can be 'proved' by the 

content of the Psalms in ques~ion. It is however, pertinent to note 

here that we should take into accotmt the possibility of alterations 

ancl. additions to an original Psalm by a later writer or \"rri ters. A 

comparison with each other of certain Psalms which have similar 

subject matter,(e.g. Ps .• 53 with Ps.14) or of a Psalm with a similar 

account in another part of the Old Testament (e.g. Ps.18 with 

2 Sam.22),does often indicate that editors have altered, divided and 

sometimes revised sections of the Psalms in the light of some special 

purpose of their ovtn. Thus vre shoulcl beware of' being too 

arbitrary and suggesting that the considerations \'rhich we have dis

cussed in the earlier part of this section necessarily preclude the 

possibility that the Psalms were in fact written by the author whose 

name they bear. 
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d) Authorship and age of the Psalms 

It is at once apparent that if we reject the titles of the Psalms 

as being a reliable guide to authorship, -then i'Te have only the con-

tent to aid us. And as we have noted above, internal evidence, no 

matter whether it is of though~, style or language is itself 

e~ceedingly precarious as a guide to dating. Vnrllst agreeing that 

the Psalter is a work which speaks to every age and that it is the 

'expression of a large spiritual experience' (Dean Cht~ch) so that 

considerations of date and authorship need not affect its general 

application, nevertheless as these considerations do have such an 

important bearing on the Cultic interpretation of the Psalter,we 

shall briefly consider the findings of the traditional school of 

thought in this respect. 

It is most· interesting in the light of dating connected with the 

present-day Cultic approach, that the more traditional commentators 

should at the turn of the century have been defending the dating of 

various Psalms as pre-exilic, against strenuous attacks from much 

more radical quarters. For instance, Vlellhausen.: 'Since the 

Psalter belongs to the Hagiographa, and is the hymn book of the 

congregation of the Second Temple •••• the question is not whether it 

contains any post-exilic Psalms, but whether it contains any pre

exilic Psalms-' (Bleek - Introduction, p.507). And again 

Professor Cheyne in h~s Bampton lectures 1889 (*The Origin and 

Rel. Contents of the Psalter in the Light of Old Testament Grit.) 

-maintained that the whole Psalter, •with the possible exception of 

Ps.18, is post-exilic, belonging mainly to the later Persian and 

Greek period and containing a considerable number of Maccabean 

Psalms edited finally by Simon the Nhccabee c.140 BC. Duhm (1900) 

adopted an even more radical view and not only denied the existence 

in the Psalter of a single Psalm that could be designated pre-exilic, 

but also expressed considerable doubt that any Psalm can be dated as 

early even e.s the Persian period. 

Against such arguments, Kirlcpatrick(op.cit. p.xxxviii f) cites 

an imposing number of refe~ences in religious poetry, culled from 

various Old •restament books, to support· his contention that there is 
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no a priori improbability that the Psalter should contain pre-exilic 

Psalms. He further examines the Psalms individually and claims 

that there are a number which may most.naturally be referred to 

the pre-exilic period. 

a) Those Psalms which refer directly to the King may 

most naturally be d.a ted c!.uring the period of the monarchy 

e.g. Psalms 2 ; 18; 20 et al. Even though we might admit 

that certain references to the King are general (e.g. 

Ps.33 16-:1.'7) there are enough specific references to 

support a suggested dating during the monarchic period. 

b) Psalms such as 46-48; '75; 76 seem to fit the 

circumstances of general rejoicing as a result of the 

deliverance of Jerusalem from the hands of the·Assyrians 

(c.701 BC) rather than to an indeterminate period of 

similar rejoicing during the Persian conquest. 

c) Particular Psalms such as the first Psalm seem 

to reflect more fai tr.fully ·the powerful preaching of the 

BC prophets rather than any teaching of a later age. 

All these specific exa1:1ples then, together i'rith others vihich may be 

included rrith probability and some at least of those Psalms 11hich 

are completely impossible to cJ.ate, furnish us with sufficient 

erounds for positing a pre-exilic de.te in many ~nstances. 

~it~ regard to the post-exilic dating of many Psalms, Kirkpatrick 

m::trshc'1.lta- an array of evidence leacling to his general consicleration 

that it is ' •••• antecedently doubtful whether any Psalms date from the 

J-.lac.cabean period,. and it seems to be fairly open to question whether 

the .internal characteristics of the supposed r.~accabean Psalms are 

such a.s to outweigh these general considerations' ( op.cit.· p.i). 

He nevertheless admits that few modern commentators deny and indeed 

many assert, the existence of Maccabean Psalms in the Psalter. 

e) Obj~ct, collection and grovtth of' the Psalte~ 

We have c-.lready used supra the title 'Hymn book of the Second 

•remple' a title commonly given to the Psalter. But whilst there is 

undoubtedly a great deal of the m~terial wbich we may regard as 
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being suitable for liturgical use, there is also much which could 

hardly have been written for this particluar purpose. The eeneral 

intention of the compilers was no doubt to make a collection of the 

religious poetry rrhich did in f'act e~dst - hence ·we have Psalms 

sui table not only for public i'lorship· and liturgical use, but also 

for public and private devotions. If' we examine in detail the 

inter~a+ evidence of the Psalter it seems reasonably certain that the 

product as we no\'1 have it is an 'omnibus' collection of various 

smaller collections which hc.1.d independent historical, liturgical and 

personal subjects. Furthermore, detailed examination of' the language, 

titles etc. sem~I to support the contention that these collections 

existed in original dependence. Hence Kirl~atrick (op.cit. p.lviii) 

constructs a neat table of suggested 'steps in the f'ormation of' the 

Psalter' moving from an original collection bearing the name 'Psalms 

of David' to the complete ec1ition as we now have it, and ranc;ing in 

date f'rom the period of' the monarcC..y dorm to about· 200 BC. Finally 

he notes that ''l'he opinion is gaining ground that 11 the Psalter in 

~ its parts, is a compilation of the post-exilic age" .(Driver -

Lit. of Old Testament p.386), but this does not exclude the 

possibility that pre-exilic collections of Psalms existed, side by 

side with prophetic and historical books. Their extent however 

cannot nor; be determined'·. In conclusion on this· point .we thinlc 

Sellin's comment pertinent (he uas a contemporary of' Duhm) -After 

rejecting.the suggestion that the 'I' of the Psalter ref'ers not to 

an individual but to the ·ahole Jewish community, he states: 1 Equally 

mistaken i& the view that because the Psalter was the hymn book of' the 

post-exilic community, every one of the hymns in it must necessarily 

be post-exilic, a vievr which the analogy of any hymn book one chooses 

to name would be sufficient to disprove •••• A sounder criticism of 

the Psalms must start f'rom the certainty that the Psalter must. in a~ 

case contain a nucleus of pre-exilic Psalms. A simple lind 

inexpugnable argument f'or this is at once ·f'urnished by the so called 

Royal Psalms 2, 18, 20, 28 et al. Alon0side of' the Royal Psalms we 

ought probably also to place those in which the authors take up, in 
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regard to the animal sacrifices, the same position as the pre

exilic prophets, in contrast with the period after Ezra when the 

Priestly writing 1·ras the dominant influence; thus giving us grounds 

for r~garding them as contemporaries of th~ prophets. Speaking 

generally there is between the pre-exilic psalms just mentioned and 

those by which they are surrounded, so close a relationship in ideas 

and language that \7e are \'rarrantecl in concluding that the nucleus 

of' the Davidic collection, 5-41; ,51-72, belongs to the pre-exilic 

period, and was the book of prayers and hynms which Judah took with 

her into exile ••• But in this connection two points have to be 

kept in mind. 'rhe first is that just as a psalm from this pollee-

tion might by a later redactor be detached from its st~roundings 

and inserted in another collection (Cf. 45, 50 110'?), so a certain 

number of exilic or post-exilic psalms may have founc1 their Wf).y in 

here (22; 69? etc). And the second point is that even the pre-

exilic psalms have a history behind them, they lived prior to their 

enrolment in collections "on the lips of men" and this or that 

detail in them may well be the reflection of a later period' 

(Introduction to the Old 'l'estament: English translation pp.199-202). 

So much then for the main outline of the historical and 

bioGraphical method of approach to the Psalter nnd those features of 

interpretation Ythich hc.ve marked out their authors as. folloviinG a 

fairly. conventional pattern of treatment. We move now to make a 

preliminary examino .. tion of the newer. methods of Psalm study, 

bee;inninf, with the i7ork of G·unkel ancl his disciples, and leacl;ing on 

to the current 'Myth ancl Ritual' approach, typified in continental 

writin[; in the rrork of the 'Uppsala School' and in England by the 

provocative and e:xcitine; studies of s .. H.Hooke end Aubrey Johnson. 

'!'he latter, :i,n his chapter 'The Psalms' (Olcl Testament and Modern 

Study ed. Rowley.p.162) ber;ins his review of 20th century.Psalm 

studies by stating - 'In so far as the stucly of the Psalter has made 

·eny progress durine; ·~he generation •,vhich has passed since the 

fonnclation of' _the Society for Old •restament Study, it is largely 

due to the inf'luence of one man - Hermann Gunkel'. What then was 

the outstandine contribution which G-unkel made to this c1epartment 
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of Old Testament studies, which was in fact, but a part of' his 
1 epoch-making approach to the study of the Olcl •restament as a rrhole' 

(Johnson loc.cit.)? 'l'he essence of Gun.lcel' s approach lay in the 

fact that he believed that in the ancient world. the pov:er of custom 

was greater than it is today, therefore, he maintained, the personal 

contribution of individuals to the religious literature of ancient 

Israel can only be understood properly against the more conventional 

back~rotmd furnished by an examination of the different ' types' 

(Gattungen) Vihich it presents and. also by its 'life situation' (Sitz 

im Leben) which brought it into being and maintained it. 'l'hus an 

informed study of the religious literature of' Israel must necessarily 

include a study of the history of its forms (Formgeschichte) and 

these must further be related ·to contemporary religious forms in the 

countries round about - Mesopotamia, Egypt etc. Gunkel' s -r:ork ancl 

the resttitant widespread interest today in theories of Divine King

ship may well be said. to have had their seminal origin in the 

studies produced by J.G.Frazer at the turn of the Cent~J. In his 

Lectures on the Early History of the Kingship (1905) and the later 

Golden Bough (1911-15), Frazer discussed the ritualistic and mytho

logical background of Mesopotamia (i.e. the cult of the mother 

goddess and her lover, the dying and rising God '.Pammuz) and its 

counterpart in Syria, Cyprus, Phrygia and Egypt. His studies did 

in fact provide a wider setting for the mounting interest in the 

religious aspects of Kingship throughout the ancient Near East. 

Nevertheless, we should note that 'Frazer's work may hardly be held 

directly responsible for the actual developments in this field of 

study in so far as they affect the Old Testament; for he merely 

helped to provide a Tiider settinr; for the mounting interest in the 

religious aspects of Kingship throughout the encient Near J~ast which 

was already proceecling pari passu with the gror:th of his own 

monumental studies' (A.R.Johnson ET LXII p.:36). 

Gurutel then, developed these ideas in the realm of Old Testament 

studies and in particular the Psalter, approaching the latter in the 

light of its comparison with similar records of earlier and 
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contemporary cultures of the Near East, and also giving special 

attention to the literary form of its contents. The results of his 

work are to be found in a series of volumes1 published between 1904 

and 1933. We shall give a general outline of his classification of 

the Psalms into types \7ith a little more detail in connection with 

the 'Royal' Psalms as this group plays such an important part in any 

study of the Cultic approach to the Psalter. There are five main 

types - all" cultic in origin. 

i) Tbe H;ymn (Hymnus) 

'l'hesc are: 

This was originally intended to be sung, either by a choir 

or as a solo, as a part of normal ~·,orship (cr. f'or example Amos 5.23). 

Gunkel consid.ered it possible that in later times this type might have 

been freed from its cultic associations and might have been a free 

composition of its author's own personal adoration and devotion. 

'rhis group includes Pss. 8, 19, 29, 33, 65, 68, 96, 98, 100, 103, i04, 

~,~,ll,~,~,lli,~,~~~'~'~'W,~. fu 

addition Pss. 46, 48, 76, 87 are listed as Zionslieder and Pss. 47, 

95, 97, 99 as Thronbesteigungslieder. 

ii) Conununal laments (Kla.gelieder des Voll~es) 

This type had for its setting some general calamity which 

threatened the whole of society e.g. famine or foreign invasion. It 

was probably sung at a general assel!lbly in the sanctuary to the 

accompaniment of public display of grief - wailing and beating of 

breast etc. Vfe can see possible examples of such circumstances in 
' 

~· 7,6; Judges 20.23,26ff; 1 Sam. 7,6 et al. Such laments are 

Pss. 44, 74, 79, 80, 83, and to a certain degree~· 58, 106 and 125. 

iii) Royal Psalms (Konir;spsalmen) 

Pss. 2, 18, 20, 21, 45, 72, 101, 110, 132 and 144.1-11. In 

all of these psalms the central figure is one who can only be explained 

as a native Israelite Kine of the pre-exilic period, and as G~~:el 

1. >:•Ausgewahl te Psalme:p. ( 1904) 
•:• 'Psalmen' in Die H.eligion in Geschichte w1d Gegen\'rart ( 1913 iv.) 
t.•Die Psalmen ( 1926) 
•:•Einlei tung in die Psalmen ( 1935 - completed by J. Begrich) 
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pointed out, there is:considerable evidence outside the psalter to 

show that the king was regartled as having a specially intimate 

relationship with Yahweh, and as playing an important role in 

public worship. In this· connection we should notice: 

Yahweh' • 

e.) Ceremonial __ Q..,ointita,s with the title of 1 Messiah of 

.This suggests that the kinr~ mieht theref'ore be regarCI.ed 

as sacred and inviolable (Cf. 1 Sam. 26.11) 

b) The sanctuaries in both Jerusalem and Bethel were 

royal temples (v. 1 Kgs. 5.15-7.51; lunoE_ 7.:1.3) 

c) David took a prominent part in the brin~ing of the Ark 

to Jerusal.em ( 2 Sam. 6) 

of the 

either 

d.) Solomon took an active part in the ceremony of dedication 

Te!!!ple ( 1 Kr.:s. ----- 8) 

e) There are examples 

offers sacrifice or has 

in 

it 

th'=l temple 

offered on 

ritual where the king 

his behalf (v. 2 Sam. 

6.17; 24:.25; :1. Kgs. 3.4) 

f) Yfe find ment:j.on of public intercession on behalf of the 

king before battle (e.g. 1 Sam. 13.9:f; 2 Chr. 14.9f; 20.1-30). 

Ft~ther, G~~el pointed out that arclmeological research in both 

F.g-JPtian and Assyro-Babylonian fields had revealed royal texts which 

indicated that they vrere used in a 9imilar cultic setting. Th~s he 

assigned the psalms detailed above to particular incidents in the 

life of the King and to other 'royal' occasions:-

i) imniversary of the founding of the Davidic 

dynasty and the Royal sanctuary (f!!_.132) 

ii) The king's enthronement (Ps~.2, 101, 110) 

iii) The a~~iversary of any special royal 

occasion e.g. birthday (Pss. 21, 52); 

vredcli ng ( Ps • 45). 

iv) Divine supplication before battle (Ps. 20, 

144.1-11) 

v) Tha~~sgivinG for tritmphal return from 

battle ( Pf!. 18). 

·~·. 
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iv) Individual lament lKla~elied des Einzelne~ 

'l'his category forms the backbone of the Psalter e.nrl embraces 

Pss. 3, 5, 6, 7, 13, 17, 22, 25, 26, 27.7-14, 28, 31, 35, 38, 39, 

42-3, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 63, 64, 69, 70, 71, 86, 88, 102, 

109, 120, 130, 140, 141, 142, 143. Such psalms, Gunkel noted, had 

a common theme which was cro ... :J.racterised by the same or similar modes 

of expression and intensity of feeling, the worshipper obviously 

being in some form of distress and frequently bewailing the enemy 

or enemies by \'lhom he is continually persecuted or slandered. 

v) ~vidual~s of thanksgiving (DwJclieder des Einzelnen) 

There are comparatively few of these songs - Pss. 18, 30, 

32, 34, 41, 66, 92, 96, 118, 138, and they are the correlative to 

those psalms discussed in category Iv) supra. 

Of the remainder of Gun.lcel 1 s types there are 4 only which we 

shall mention en passant - Songs of pilgrimage (ITallfahrtslieder) 

e.g. Ps. 84; Communal songs of thanksgiving (Danklieder des Volkes) 

e.g. Ps. 67; ':iisdom Poetr-.Y (Weisheitsdichtung)" e.g. Ps. 127 and 

finally Liturgy ( Li turgie) e.g. Ps. 24. We may note too that there 

are Psalms which cannot be absolutely cla·ssified as they contain a 

mi.:du.re of different types. Gun.lcel called these Mixed poems 

(Hischungen) e.g. Ps. 40, 89, 90 et al. 

There can be no doubt that this approach of' Gtmkel' s has proved 

to be of tremendous value and that 'it has already brought increased 

life to the Psalter, which is now one of the most fascinating fields 

of research for students of the Old 'l'estament' 1 Aubrey Johnson -

Old Testament and Modern_Study p.180). It is not surprising 

therefore, to find that nearly all the more important works \'thich 

have been published1 since Gurucel have been influenced by his 

conclusions - both general works and those specifically concerned 

with the Psalter. 

1. e.g. Welch: '.rhe Psalter in life, worship and history (1926) 
Prophet and Priejt in Old Israel (1936) 

0 & R: .An introduction to the books of the Old 'l'esta
ment (1934) 

James: 30 Psalmists (1938) 
Bentzen: Introduction. to the Old Testament I and II 

(1948/9) 
Paterson: The praises of Israel (1950) 
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Nevertheless vre should notice that there have been numerous 
I 

1 commentators .who he.ve preferred to retain the old approach, 

consid.ering the content of each Psalm individually as a guide to 

its date, purpose etc. Yihilst these commentaries are certainly 

not without their value in this detailed consideration they lack 

the value which o. broacler view, considering the relation of the 

Psalms to the ·:rhole history of the religion of Israel, ·brings with 

it. As we sh..<J.ll be examining some of the representative work 

produced by these authors at e. later stage in our study \'le vr~ll not 

stop to consider examples n0\7. 

We move on then to give a general outline of the cont~mporary 

position in Psalm study, that is, the development of the work of 

Gunkel as outlined above, by such notable figures as Movrinckel, 

Hooke and A.R.Johnson. We have e.lready mentioned that in addition 

to his detailed examination of GattunGen and Formgesdrl.chte Gunkel 

stressed the necessity of considering the psalms in relation to 

the. contemporary religious forms of the countries round e.bout. It 

is this particular aspect of study. rlhich mo.y well be saicl to have 

assumec1 prominence in recent years and to have Given rise to works 

ranr;ing from the comparatively sober (and to us exciting) ·study 

of A.H.Johnson -.Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel to the somewhat 

extravagant hypotheses put forward by members of the so-called 'Upp-:-

sala School' • As A.R.Johnson points out in his reviev1 of Psalm 

stua.y (Old 1'estament and J,;odern Studv p.186), it j_s interesting to 

note that during the period from the first publication of Gun~ce.l' s 'i\l"t4c..e. Q, · 

Di~ Religion in Geschichte und G~enwart in which he expressed 

surprise th..e.t so little use had been macle of the wiCJ.e field. of 

comparative material available from the, early culture~; of' t;;esopotamia 

and l~gypt, to the publication of the second edition of this same book 

1. e.g. Konig: *Die Psalmen ( 1927) 
Barnes : The Psalms ( 193::1.) 
Buttenwieser: The Psalms (1958) 
Berdmans: '~The Hebrew book of Psali!IS OTS iv. (1947) 
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some twenty years later· (1930)·a great number of' studies with 

precisely this focus of interest had made their appearance1 • 

'Indeed' states Jolmson, 'there was novr a danger of going too far in 

the other direction' • · 

But if Gurucel had been the outstanding figure in the earlier 

movement, it is !;~owinckel who lays claim to such a description in 

the second phase which we are now considering. Mowinckel openly 

acknowledged that his own rrork was based upon that of Gunkel and that 

it vras to the la·tter he or;ed his enthusiasm for the subject. Never

theless he held contrary views to those of his predecessor, notably 

with regard to the exact relation of the Psalms to the cultus. In 

this respect he ma~ntained that the psalms were wholly or almost 

wholly cul tic in both origin and intention, and were not, as G-unkel 

had suggested, •·spiritualised' veroions of psalms ~rhich hacl formerly 

been cultic but which had now been freed from this association. 

'l'he really great contribution though, vrhich J11owinckel has made 

to contemporary psalm-study lies in his contention that in ancient 

Israel there was an annual ~rew Year Festival, observed in the Temple 

in the Autumn, at which Yahweh's enthronement as universal king was 
2 both celebrated and enacted • ~'he basis for Movrinckel' s observa-

tions were Pss. 47, 93 and 95-100, and he maintained that the 

recurring expression: 1· ~Y) n 1\l s : in these psalms ·was to be 
T T T -:-

interpreted· '·Yahweh has become king' • 'rhis, he thought was to lJe 

interpreted in the light of' the cultic observances in the countries 

round about Israel, and notably Babylon where the New Year Festival 

was celebrated with the (?rod Marduk in the leading role. In the 

1. e.g. Blackman: The Psalms in the light of Egyptian research in 
The Psalmists Ed. D.C.Simpson 

G-ressman: The development of Hebrevr Psalmody, The Psalmists 
Ed. D.C.Simpson 

G-.R.Driver: The Psalms in the light of Babylonian research, 
'l'he Psalmists l':d. D.C .Simpson. 

2. v. ::•Psalmenstudien II. Das Thronbesteigungsfest Jahwas und 
_der Ursprung der Eschatologie (1922). 
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development of his theory, Howinckel extended Gunkel's group of 
1 Royal 1 psalms so that his complete list included~· 2, 18, 20, 21, 

28, 44, 45, 60, 61, 63, 66, 68, 72, so, 83, 84, 89, 101, 110, 118, 132, 

144 and also 1 Sam. 2.1-10 and 2 Sam. 23.1-7. As his· theory was to 

prove of tremendous importance in the development of Old Testament 

studies, many later commentators accepting it in principle, and 

modifying or developing1 it, we shall d.o well at this point to outline 

what exactly Mowinckel consi_dered the New Year Festival to be. 

Primarily the fes ti vr.'..l was one of renewal, that is, on this 

occasion year by year, Yahweh repeated. his original triumph over 

primaeval chaos, and his work of creation. This was enacted in a 

ritual drama, Yahw·eh triumphing over the kings and nations of the world 

I'Tho we~e regarded as the allies of primaeval chaos, and the Ark 

symbolising his presen·ce being carried in procession to the sanctuary 

where he vras freshly acelaimecl as univer:sal king. By this means the 

faith of his chosen people is vindicated," the covenant with them and 

the house of David is renewed (the latter being represented by the 

reigning king), and the good fortune of Israel was assured for the 

coming year. We may note too that Mowinckel makes an interesting 

cross reference here to the eschatological teachj_ng of the Canonical 

prophets, relating the prophetic 'Day of Yahweh' (.originally the 

cultic 1 day1 of his enthronement) to a projected future -true day of 

enthronement vthen Yahweh. would really come in power as tmiversal 

king. One final point of interest is that Mowinckel gives the 

festival a place in the early history of Israel - he considers for 

instance that Isaiah's vision and call (Isaiah Ch.6) took place on 

such a festival day and that the festival itself might even have had 

its roots i~ the pre-Davidic worship ofll.s~~ ~~ (cf.Gen.14.18f). 

As we shall see, this last is·a point upon which A.R.Johnson places 

much emphasis in his stucly_ S_acral kingship in ~t\ncient Israel (p.42f). 

1. e.g. Bent zen: '~Forelaesnine;er over .Lndledning til de gammel-
t.estamen.tlige Salmer ( 1932) 

B<Shl: ::'De Psalmen ( 1946-49) 
Leslie: The Psalms (1949) 
Cf. also ·nesterley: 'rhe Psalms ( 1939) 

Keet: A liturgical study of the Psalter (1928) 
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Such then is Mowinckel's theory in outline. We have already 

mentioned that it hc1.s been accepted by many commentators in prdlnciple 

and modified and developed by others. · It needs also to be mentioned 

that the theory has by no means met vlith· general acceptance and that 

there have been a ntunber of very powerfuJ. l'70rks written with the aim 

of refuting1 it. 1Je shall say more about these when we come to 

review the contemporary position of Psalm study. The theory was 

further elaborated by H.Schmidt (*Die 'l'hronfahrt Jahves) who· 

incorporated ~· 2, 20, 21, 89.1-3;6.19, 110 and 1 Sam. 2.1-10 as 

well as Ps. 132 into the Festival. Yet more studies qu:i.ckly appeared 

by Gressman, G-oodenough, Lods and C .R.North, the latter'.s Religious 

Aspects. of Hebrerr Klnp.:ship ( 1932) appearing in the same year as the 

nov1 famous lectures by a team under the leadership of S. H. Hooke 

which nere published iri 1933 under the title of l':._rth and Ritua.l. 

In these lectures 'another attempt was made, along much the same 

lines as those of rf.cr.:dnckel, to arrive at a more balanced appraisal 

of the Hebrew scriptures than that ·.vhich was characteristic of the 

dominant school of literary criticism; in short, an attempt wan made 

to study the ritual and mythology of ancient Israel from the stand

point of what Hooke rega1~ded a.s a culture pattern characteristic of 

the ancient Near East, in which the ritt12.l and mytholoe;y associated 

with the fie;ure of i·:iarcluk (or Bel) at the Babylonian akitu festival 

and. the partly analogous features of the corresponding Osiris-Horus 

complex in the ·worship of ancient Egypt 'o'Tere all thought to share, a 

governing factor being the import:;.nce attached to the king in 1vhat 

was at basis an elahorate effort.to promote the well-being of the 

community' (A.R.Johnson: Art. 'The Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship' -

Myth, Ritual and ~(ingship p.225f). 

followin3 form: 

Hooke's basic pattern took the 

1. :F.;issfeldt: "'Ja.hwe als Konig - ZAW xlvi 1928 pps.81-105 
Pap: '~Das israeli tische Heujahrsfest ( 1935) 
Snaith: The Jewish New Year ·Festival: Its origins and 

developmen:t ( j,94'7) 
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i) The dramatic representation of the death and resurrection 

of the god. 

ii) The recitation or symbolip representation of the myth of 

creation. 

iii) The ritual combat, in v;hich the tritunph of the god over 

his enemies was.depicted. 

iv) The sacred marriage. 

v) Tge triumphal procession, in which the king played the part 

of the god, followed by a train of lesser gods or visiting deities •. 

It must be said here th:lt the evidence brought forward in support 

of this theory as relatecl to Isre.el was extremely slight - being 

based primarily on two factors. 'I!hese were respectively, the 

evidence afforded by contemporary Aramaic papyri for the association 

of the goddess Anath with :-:ahweh in the 110rship of the Jevtish 

colony at Eiepl~ntine in the 5th Century BC, and the regulations 

for the construction of the booths which are the special feature 

of the Feast of Tabernacles (these it was claimed, being in fact-

an adaptation of what was originally the bridal chamber connected 

with the sacred marriage, and not a particular reference to the 

periocl of the wanderings) • With this in mind, therefore, we might 

indeed with Johnson, f.ind it 'quite remarkable •••• that so little 

consideration vms given to the royal psalms with their rich mytho

logical colouring and the indications which they give of the part 

played by the king in the ritual of the cultus' (ibid. p.227). 

This leads us on to outline in brief (for we shall be considering 

it at some lcne3th at a later stage in our study) the vrork of 

Aubrey Johnson, himself in the field of I.~yth and ritual. With the ' 

publication. of Pedersen's Israel in 1934, further support was forth

coming for ~~mvinckel' s theory, and at about the same time Aubrey 

Johnson, who was studying the PBalter with a quite different aim in 

mind, found himself 'forced. into partial acceptance of ?£owinckel 1 s 

theory'. He was in fact engaged in a study of' Greek and Hebrew 

ideas of life after death, and during this examination had occasion 
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"to read a discussion of the root 1) 5 1) in the work of Wolf 

Wilhelm Graf Baudissin1 , a i7ork which was concerned \7ith the 

Adonis-l~smun-Tammuz relationship and its bearing on the conception 

of Yahweh as the 'living God'. His consideration of this 

discussion led Johnson to place an ever greater emphasis on the role 

of the king in the New Year Festival than l~owinclcel had done, and 

from a basic foundation of Psalms 2, 18, 89, 110, 118, 132 and other 

'Kingship' psalms, he maintained that the Ne·11 Year Festival hacl its 

roots in the pre-Davidic cultus of_lis~~ ~at Jebus (Jerusalem). 

His outline of the important parts of the Festival was: 

a) In the ri tu.:1.l elrama the kings or nations of the earth, 

who represented the forces of darkness and death as opposed to those 

of light anrl life, united in an effort to destroy Yahweh's chosen 

people by slaying the Davidic king upon \'Thorn its vitality and its 

survival as a social body was held to be dependent. 

b) At first the king (who is described as the Son, the Servant 

and the tiessiah of Yahweh) was allo\'red to suffer defeat and as a 

result was nearly engulfed in the waters of the uncler;<~orld, but at 

the las·t moment, after a plea of loyalty to the Davidic covenant 

and an acknowledgement of-his ultimate dependence up0n Yahweh, he 

was delivered by the pernonal intervention of the .. Most High and 

brought back in triumph to the land of light and. life. 

c) Such a restoration to life however, -was in a ::;ense a rebirth. 

It was a sign that this suf'fering Servant and hu.'!lble I.lessiah hc1.d been 

adopted once more as the Son of the 1.:ost High or, to express this 

vitally important role in another \'ray, tl1.:1.t he had l)een·re-installed 

in office as a. priest 'after the order of l~elchizedck' .• Accordingly 

the sur,rival and ind.eed t}J.e prosperity of the nation, for which the 

Kine Yras directly responsible-, found provisional assurance for yet 

another year. 

Johnson is very anxious to point out ( v .• Hyth, Ritual n.nd King:.. 

ship p.229) that he arrived at his conclusions 'quite independently 

of any associations vrith :the "~!Jyth anC!. ritlll!.l School"', and it is 

1. ::'.Adonis und Esmun ( 1911) 
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worth noting here that whilst he did deliver a lecture (which after

wards appeared in print as the essay entitled ''l'he role of the king 

in the Jerusalem cul tus' in The Labyrinth - 1955) tmder the 

auspices of S.H.Hooke, this did not imply that his conclusions were 

reached 'in an effort to lend support to Professor Hooke's theory 

of a culture pattern common to the ancient Near East and displaying 

the cha.r~cteristics to which I hc._ve already referred' (loc.cit.). 

Furthermore, Jo:b.nson constantly reiterate::; that he advocates no 

conception of Yahweh as a dyine or rising Gocl, or of the kine 

playing the part of Yahv1eh or that of any God in the ritual described. 

In recent years there :r .. as been a mn.ss of li terature1 on_ the 

subject of 'i.:yth, Ritual and Kingship' in the Old Testament, and 

indeed-it is probably true to say that the so-called 'Uppsala 

School' h.:1.s developed the origin.:1.l theories into a movement which 

seeks to set a ne?r interpretc.tion of the Olct •restament, fotmded on 

the priority of ritual and tradition, ~gainst historical and 

documenta~J interpretation. A noticeable extension of these same 

principles in other fields of theological work i~ to be found in 

Professor H. Riesenfeld' s ·~J~sus 'l'ra.nsfie;ur~, published in -1947. 

At the present moment it is difficult to present any complete 

picture of the work of the Uppsala. School, and this situation is 

likely to prevail until such time as the fragmentary ~tuclies which 

are to be found in various publications, have been presentet1 to us

in concrete form. 

1. e.g. Engnell: Studies in Divine Kingship in the .Ancient Near 
East ( 1943) 

G-add: Ideas of Divine Rule ;in the _ll,_ncient Near East ( 1948) 
t!:owinckel: :)Religion og Kul tus ( 1950) He that cometh 

( 1951 l!~nglish translation 1956) 
";•'!idengren: •:•sakrales .Konigtum im Alten Testament und 

im Judentum (1955) 
Bentzen: King and Messiah (1955) 
Johnson: Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel (1955) 
Hooke ( ed): Myth, Ritual and Kingship ( 1958) 

and many shorter articles in]!; *Atant; :..~uu~ et al. 
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We would note, however, that A.R.Johnson (.Art: Hebrew conceptions 

of Kingship: Myth, Ritual and Kingship p.231ff) considers that 

both Engnell and Widengren are of the opinion that Yahweh himself was 

thought of' as a dying and rising God - an opinion which he himself 

strongly challenges (v. Art: !! Vol.62 pp.41f and supra). On the 

other hand., it vrould seem more likely that in fact both these 

authors support the vievr that Israel adopted, but reinterpreted, a 

cultic pattern which originally had this meaning. Mowinckel (He 

that cometh p.86) believes that neither in Israel nor Babylonia do 

the sources afford evidence for any such view. Further, he himself 

avoids any suggestion that the king should be regarded as an 

'incarnation' of Yahweh, and quite clearly expresses the opinion 

that we should think rather of the.king's being equipped with super

ne.tural pmver through the gift of the 'Spirit' (v. op.cit. p.66 and 

69 and CF. C.R.North: '~he religious aspects of Hebrew Kingship' 

<:•zAVl 1.1932 p.17 and J .de Fraine: '~L' Aspect religieux de la. royatu~ 

isra~lite (1954~ p.193ff'). 

We come non to what is the central section of our study, nc1.mely 

the examination of the Psalms themselves from the differing stand

points of'the older historical and biographical approach and the 

newer 'cultic' approach. Quite obviously we are unable to consider 

each individual psalm in detail. Indeecl such a course would be 

neither relevant nor necessary. To render such an examination 

\Vorkable therefore, w·e shall select certain psalms which have 

particular relevance to the 'cultic interpretation of the psalter and 

we shall consider these both in the light of the ideas which have 

come to us from the 'Myth and Ritual School' and scholars associated 

with it, and also from the point of view of the older 'atomistic' 

commentators. Our principal \Vorks of reference in the former 

category will be Mowinckel: He 'l'hat Cometh (~inglish translation 

1956); Aubrey Johnson: Sacral Kingship in 1\ncient Israel.(1955); 

Hooke (ed): Myth, Ritual and Kingship (1958); and in the latter 

category Kirl~atrick: The Psalms .(1902); and W.E.Barnes: The 

Psalms ( 19!31) • The psalms which we have chosen to consider .are 
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Psalms. 2 (Cf.110); 18 (Cf.118); 21; 24 (Cf.47 and 68); 29 (Cf.93); 

48 (Cf.46 and 149); 72; 84 (Cf.89); 89; 95 (Cf.99); 97 (Cf.82 and 

98); 101; 132 and •rre shall examine these firstly as they are presented 

to us by the older commentators, arul then as we find them inter

preted by writers of' the 'Cul tic 1 school. In orcler to make the 

latter interpretations intelligible, it is necessary to have a 

reasonably clear i.d.ea of the mythological and cultic features of the 

'New Year Festival' which scholars of the 'Myth and ritual' school 

have advanced as a Festival celebrated 1 in Solomon's •remple between 

the 10th and the 6th Centuries BC' (Johnson - op.cit. p.124). 

AccorCI.ingly we v1ill briefly outline Johnson's final re-construction 

of the events of the J!'estive.l and his estimate of their significance 

without discussion, for we shall critically examine his theory at 

a later stage of our study, vrhen we come to review· the present-day 

position in psalm study. Johnson writes as follows: 
1 In the f'irst place we hc1.ve 

a) The celebration of Yahweh's original triumph as leader 

of the forcer.> of light, over the forces of darkness as represented 

by the monstrous chaos of waters or primeval ocean; 

b) His subjection of this cosmic sea and his enthronement 

as. King in the assembly of the Gods; 

c) The further demonstration of his might and power in the 

creation. of the habitable world ••••••..•• ·, .. 

· ll.ll this is the prelude to the thought of his re-creative rmrl:, 

which is expressed in the form of' a ri tua.l drame .•••• 

ri·~ual drama the worshippers are given: 

In this 

a) an assurance of fi11..a.l victory over 'Death' i.e. all 

that obstructs the fullness of life for man."!cind which was Yahweh's 

design in the creation of the habitable world; 

b) a su.mmons to a renevral of their faith in Yahweh and 

his plans for them and. fo1· the rr.orld;. 

c) a challenge to a renewed .endeavour to be faithful to 

hirn and to his demands, so that the day ma;y- indeed dawn when this 

vision of a universal realm of righteousness and peace will be 

realised, and his kingdom will be seen in all its power and glory. 
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I•:ioreover the summons and the challenge are directed first and 

foremost towards the ruling member of the house of David, in whom 

rest the hopes of Yah,-reh and his people; for we nm•: knorr that 

humanly speakine;, the leading actor in this drama is the Davidic 

kine;, in whom the life of the nation as a corporate whole finds 

its focus. ~'his work of salvation ( U ~:') ui .\) as it is called, 
T ~ . 

is portrayed by some kind. of mime in •ahich the kings (i.e. nations) 

of the earth, representin;3 the forces of darkness and "Death" as 

opposed to light and "I,ife" and corri .. monly designated the "Wicked" 

(.0 .S ":J ui') ) unite 
. T : 

follO>'Ters i.e. his 

(0 s-p.~~~) under 

in an attempt to overthrow Yahweh's covenanted 

"votaries" (0 .s1s ~'!).) or the "rishteous" 
. . . 

the leadership of the Messiah. The latte:~;,.:.who 

is also described as the Servant of Yahweh, suffers an initial 

ht~iliation: but this issues in his salvation and that of his 

people, for it involves the recognition of an ultimate dependence 

on Yahweh rather than "the e.rm of flesh" and thus sets the seal upon 

the basic plea of. "fidelity" ( .J1 '() 'N ) , "devotion" ( I 0 1) ) . . ... .. .. . 
a~d 11 righteousness" (_ p J !;f ) on· tl;~ part of the f,\essiah ·and 
his subjects. As a result victory (or salvation) is eventually 

secured through the dramatic intervention of Yahweh himself in the 

person of the 11l.lost High" who me.kes his presence felt at davm on 

this fateful day, and delivers the t!essiah and ipso facto the 

n..<~.tion, from the forces of clarkness and death. In this way Yahweh 

reveals his O\Vn 11ficlelity", "devotion" and "righteousness 11 in 

relation to his covenant people. :b'urther, this cleliverance from 

"Death" marks the renewal of life or the rebirth of the king in 

question. It is a sign thk~t in virtue of his faithfulness and 

basically by reason of his faith this suffering Servant and htunble 

iiiessiah has been adopted as "Son" of Yahv:Teh •••••• and as such he is 

enthroned on l1lount Zion as Yahrreh' s unmistakable vice-regent upon 

earth. 1.'his is not all ho\"lever, for Yahweh's earthly victory has 

its cotmterpart in the heavenly places. The rebellion of the 

kings of the earth is but a reflection of the rebellious misrule of 

the lesser Gods in the divine assembly, to whom the "Jv~ost High" had 
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granted jurisdiction over those territories which were occupied by 

the other nations of the earth. Accordingly the overthrow of the 

kings _of the earth corresponds to the overthro"!f of these rel?ellious 

Gods, who, having shown their uni'itness to rule, are condemned to 

die like earthly princes. ~'hus Yahweh proves to be r1hat has been 

aptly called "the enduring pol'ier, not ourselves, which ~altes for 

ri~hteousness" and the helpless, the poor and the humble, not merely 

in Israel but throughout the vrorld, may look forward to an era of 

universal righteousness anrl peace, as the one omnipotent God comes 

with judicial power to destroy the vricked, to justify his Messiah 

and his Messiah's people in.their responsible mission to the world, 

and to enforce his beneficent rule upon the earth' (Johnson op.cit. 

p.124ff). 

'!'here are one or tv1o further examples of cultic interpretation 

of the Psalter to which ~tTe might profitably draw attention at this 

point. 'rhe first is the contribution which studies of the 'Cult 

Prophets' have made to our subject. In older studies on the Old 

Testament Prophets t~cre has been a tendency to stress the specific 

contributions made by the prophets to Israel's understanQ_in_g of 

Yahweh and to ignore, or completely fail to und.erstand, the equally 

important place vrhich the prophets haet in connection with the 

worship of Yahweh. More recent studies of the prophets, have 

however, clearly in~icated that many of them seem to have belon3ed 

to a. cultic order, and that a concern for the cult.is apparent 

throughout their mini~try. So long ago as 1914 Holscher sugge~ted 

that there v1ere prophets who stood besicle the priests in the shrines 

and \"Tho belonged to the staff of these ~hrines ( Cf. ~'Die Profeten 

p.143). ~!~owinckel himself took up this theory in his *Psalm2!1.::. 

stw;lien III ( 1923), and. it has since been developed by numerous 

writers, noticeably by A.R.Johnson in his monograph 'l'hc Cultic 

Pr.QPhet in Ancient Israel ( 1944 - we w1e.lerstand that a revised 

edition of this work is about to be published). 

It has been notecJ. that the phenomenon of prophecy rras not 

peculiar to Israel, though the contribution of the Old Testament 
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prophets is quite distinctive ( Cf. A.I-Inlclar' s work on this subject -

Associations of Ctut Prophets amonp, the P~cient Semites- 1945). 

In the ancient worlCI. prophets r:ere frequently associated with the 

se.nctuaries ~:mc1 it was part of their f'u..Tlction to give the divinely 

inspired '~'lord' to the Kine;. 'l'hat they exercised this function at 

the snnctUr.'"l.ries is not surprisinG, for it was quite natural the.t they 

should be found in close proximity to the God's habitation, and 

further, taking part in those rites in \'lhich the proximity of the 

God. rras f'elt to be most real. In the Old. Testament for instance we 

could cite 2-s examples of such activity in Ancient Israel, Deborah 

( Cf. Judf.:es ~':~.-. 5 where there is no sanctuary mentioned but where there 

is a significant reference to a specific palm tree thought of as 
holy); Samuel (when he receives his oracle: 1 Sam. 3.7 and also 

when he annoints the future king: 1 Sam. 9.12f); the Prophetic 

Guilcls, •:1ho though itinerant, frequently appear at a sanctuary (.!..Sam. 

19.20). Of these latter, Eichrodt writes 'On closer inspection, the 

cul tus at a.ny rate calls for consiiteration as the most likely sphere 

of its emerge!1ce' (Theol. of the Old Testament Vol. I p.312). V/e 

may note further, the fact that ~~ab (JlKgs. 22.1ff) inquired of 

Yahweh throue;h the sanctuary prophets. 

The function of the prophet then, was to inquire for arid strengthen 

the king in his uriclertaldngs. That the circumstances sometimes lecl. 

to corrupt practices is made quite clear in numerous references (Cf'. 

for example 1 Kgs. 22), but in general, the great prophets seem to 

have been able to bring considerable influence to.bear on· the king 

as a result of their possession of divine energy. r.laey 'independent' 

prophets prophesied at shrines, not because they belonged to the 

regular personnel of the shrine, but because it was an appropriate 

place at which to do their vrork. VIe mi!ht note il~his respect 

.Amos, who spec~fically denies that he isA.recot;nised Cult prophet 

(A.'Ilos 7".14) or Isaiah, who received his initiatory vision at the 

'l'emple in Jerusalem (Isaiah 6). We shoulct also note that these 

prophets rne.de vigorous attacks upon, and criticised in considerable 

detail, the ritu~l practices of their day, thus indicating an intimate 
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knowledge of same ( Cf. Isaiah 1.11ff; .Amos 4. 4ff. et al.) • It is 

also noticeable that whilst the e;rea.t prophets certainly critici,sed 

the priesthood, they were no less critical of the prophets (cr. Iilic. 

3.5-7; Jer, 6.13; 14.18 et al.). 

~'he prophet then, h.:1.d his esnential plc.ce in Israel' s worship as 

the one who saiT and heard Yahweh and reported rrhat he had seen or 

heard, or otherwise acted in obedience to the·divine command. 

Pur·ther, in his function of presenting Yahweh to his people, the prophet 

~ Israel, just as the sacral kinG in his cultic role was Israel. 

'rhe prophet received the divine guidance, judgement and. salvation 

into his soul in order that the soul of Israel might be likevlise 

permeated. l!,or the 'Word' of Yahweh with its power of self-

fulfilment had taken residence in him, and through him it \'rent out 

into the life of the community. It is in_this way that we find the 

prophets functioning in the worship of Israel in Ps. 60.6-9; 75.2-6; 

81.6-14; 82.2-7; 95.8-11; 110 et al. These vrould appear to be 

words uttered by the prophets vri thin the movement of the ritual, in 

answer to some request made by the officiant on behalf of I~rael. It 

has been suggested the.t the Levitical Templ~ singers were the spiritual 

descendants of the earlier cult prophets and that in fact, they were 

probably the end product of a process which had graclually absorbed 

the post-exilic cult prophets (Cf. Eichrodt op.cit, p.337n). 

So we see the cul "l~ prophets, like all other cul tic persons, 

acting not as individuals but as corporate personalities. . \Vhat they 

did they did as Israel, even when the Historic Israel repudiated 

them. 'rhey brought into Israel the constant renewal of Yahweh whom 

they worshipped, the result of which although frequently for 

condemnation of an unholy people, vras ultimately working for the 
I . 

restored life of Israel so tha;Israel's loyalty might be deepened. 

l!.ost scholars woulcl agree that to suggest that the great prophets 

were looking for a religion without ritual, is far too superficial 

an interpretation of the texts. No critic of the cultu.s in Israel 

is more severe, for instance, than Ezekiel - he condemns both as 

priest ancl prophet, yet in his vision of the fu·~ure, he sees that 
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worship must be the real heart of Israel's life. Nor is it 

satisfactory to think that the great 'writing' prophets had pre

pared a plan i'or reform of the cul tus. Vlhat they uncloubtedly. did 

i7as on the one htmd to point to tl;lose elements in the cul tus which 

were obscuring or perverting the knowledge of Yahweh, and on the 

other hand to insist that ritual acts or words required at one and 

the same time a. humble and contrite heart. It is of the greatest 

importance that we should realise that Israel was not simply being 

presented i'rith the stark alternative of righteousness or ritual, 

but rather that the prophets were insisting on a. proper under

standing of the fact that it is righteousness which is of prime 

importance, ritual i7ithout righteousness being useless or even 

dangerous. 

We conclude this brief section on the Cult prophets by 

mentioning H.H.Rorrley' s essay 'Ritual and. the Hebrew Prophets' 

(Myth, Ritual and Kine:sh~ p. 256ff). In this essay he writes, 

'If there were cul tic prophets who l~1.d a defined place in the ritual 

of the shrines, ancl \"iho shared with the priests in the services 

vrhich took place there as officials of the cultus, it is impossible 

to suppose that the major canonical pro:uhets exercised their 

ministr:: in this way' (p.251). He continues 'So far as the 

preservation of prophetic liturgies in the prophetic books is 

concerned, I am sceptical of the claims that are made to detect 

them. A few may have survived •••• But it is not there that I look 

for the solid fruits of these stuclies. Rather is it in the nert 

light which they have shed on the Psalter by brineing it into 

relation with both prophecy !'.nd the cultus. Here once more there 

h.:!.s been a significant perception that beneath all its variety of 

form :md of idea, the Old •restament has a deep unity, and that not 

alone the Law and the Prophets, but the Psalms have a real piace 

in that unity, and. that all belong essentially together' (loc.cit. 

p. 260). 

The second example of cultic interpretation of the psalms to 

'Hhich v;e wish to draw attention, concerns those verses, especially 
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in the individual laments, \7hich refer to 'workers of unrighteous-

ness'. Mowinckel has put forward the vier; that this expression 

describes sorcerers, who by the exercise of their magic arts 

brought suf'fering on the 'humble' or 1 afflicted'. 'l'he 

penitential psalms, in 1-'rhich mention is made of the5e, were, he 

maintains, invocations of Yahweh's divine power to break the spells. 

'l'hey belonged to the Temple ritual <.>.nd l':ere associated yfith cere

monies at which the temple prophets and the temple priests together 

sought to unloose these binding spells and to declare the free, 

full truth of God. In the same way the Imprecatory psalms were 

expressions of the deep, fearfu~ anta,sonism which was aroused in 

mens' hearts against those rrho are supposed to exercise some 

mysterious demonic infauence over others. ~rhese psalms were 

uttered, according to Mowinckel's theory, to counteract these 

curses in the name of Yahweh v:ho is e. sure defence against the 

powers of darkness ana. is mighty to defy an1l overthrow all the hosts 

of evil which stir themselves up against his servants. 

This theory has not met with c;eneral support. Professor G.W. 

fillderson (A Crit.Introduction to the Old Testament p.178) writes 

'In spite of the -learning l"Tith vihich the view has been advanced, 

it is probable that the expression 11~'7orkers of iniquity" is usually 

to be taken in its general sense'. In a similar vein, G.S.C'runn 

(God in the Psalms p .10:tf) writes, '1'he interpretation is said to 

make a strong appeal to many in.the younger churches today who are 

familiar in their environment with a potent belief in the malignant 

actionaf' spells and evil spirits. In the present world more people 

than formerly \'1"0uld agree that there is an element of real truth in 

hiowinckel's view, and yet regard it as exaggerated. Belief in a 

worlcl of evil spirits explains part of the situation delineated. in 

these psalms. But it is not required as an essential explanation 

of the phenomenon of one group prayinc: against another hos tile 

[;Toup. That seems to h.we been a common enoueh practice in the 

Hebrew \'lorld anc1 fC).r beyond it, and still is in the behaviour of one 

sect to c.nother, both Jewish and Christian. Suc.h prayer often has 
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its source in the basic idea of-retribution, that in a i'iorld ruled 

by God., evil will recoil upon the persons responsible for it •••• 

'l'he view of I:!owinckel can hardly cover the whole area of thought 

in question, nor even the larger part of it. For the enemies were 

more real, visible and troublesome than it allows for. We have to 

suspect the modern tendency in certain quarters; to reduc.e the area. 

in which purely ethical concepts reign in the Olcl Testament field'. 

'I'he third ancl final cul tic interpretation to which v1e should 

like to draw attention, is that concerning the Annual renewal of the 

Covenant. .flJlother basic theoi'"'J of Mowinckel' s, this has been taken 

up at some length by Artur Weiser in his commentary on the psalms -

•==Die Psa:,lmen (4th Edition, Rev. 1955). We unclerstand that this 

commentary is shortly· to be published in English translation. 

We now turn to a consideration of the psalms which vre have 

selected for study, and v1e shall treat these in an order which will 

illustrate in its own way (in so far as the Cultic approach is 

concerned) the principal features of the New Year l!'estive.l which 

vre have just set <lown. The following outline indicates the 

significance of this order: 

i) Psalms providing general background information concerning 

the Festive.l. 

Psalm 72- The King's place in the social order as 

'Ruler' or 'Judge' , responsible to and upon Yahv1eh for the 'righteous

ness' of the people. 

Psalm 132 - The Covenant between Yahweh and the House 

of David. 

Psalm 89 - The everlastine significance of this 

Covenant. 

Psalm 29- Yahweh's Kingship over the realm of nature 
( wi t"fi Ps. 93) 

and his prom~ses to~srael. 

~~(with Ps.99) - Israel's corresponding 

obligation towards Yahweh. 
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ii) Psalms proclaiming Yahweh as King. 

Psalm 24 (with ~.4-7 &68) - Ya.hi7eh in his universal 

sovereign power o.:J the divine King. 

Psalm 48 (with Pss.4.-6 & 149) -Yahweh's triumph over 

'Death'. 

Psalm 97 (with ~.82 8: 98) - Through Yahvteh his 

'righteous people' are also delivered from 'Death'. Yahweh 

pronounces sentence on the Gods of the nations prior to a new era 

of righteousness and justice. 

iii) Psalms illustrating the earthly.Kine's place in the 

ritual of the Festival. 

Psalm 84 (with Ps .89) - The earthly kine; as the 'shield' 

of his people and 'suffering Messiah' of G·od. 

Pst>..lm 101 - The r.~essiah pleads his loyalty to the 

Davirlic Covenant affirming his own and his people's righteousness. 

Psalm 18 ( ;·ri th Pl!.118) - 'l'he Messiah's tha.nltsgiving 

for answered prayer. 

iv) 'l'he David.ic J~ing enthroned as Yah\•feh' s vice-regent on 

earth. 

Psalm 2 ( rri th Ps. :1.10) - The re-enthronement of the Kin?.; 

as Yahweh's vice-regent, and. his endowment vrith tmiversal power. 

Psalm 21 - ~'he King is given life through Yahweh's 

'victory' and is re-enthroned. 

his triumph. 

Yahweh's followers are reassured of · 

All quotations in the notes referrinc to the cultic interpreta-

tion of the selected psalms are of Aubrey Johnson's own translation 

of the Hebrew. 

Psalm 72 

Both Kirkpatrickand Barnes are agreed that this important psalm 

seems to reflect the memories of Solomon's imperial greatness rather 

than anticipate it. Kirkpatrick considers 'that its primar-.t aim is 

to 'depict the blessine;s 17hich flovT from the righteousness of ·Yahweh's 

earthly representative, the theocratic King' ( op.d.t. p.416). Hence, 

althoue;h the kine for whom it was written mu15t remain uncertain, he 

suggests that it does refer to some actual kins of Judah. Neverthe-

0 
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less the whole tone of the psalm GOes beyond this primai"'J reference 

in giving a Messianic prophecy Of' the kingdom of God on earth in its 

ideal character of perfection and tmiversality. Barnes does not 

me.ke any reference to any particular kin~;, but rather interprets 

the psalm as being the bac1n'!ard and forrrard-looking vision of a seer, 

at a time when Israel was in a state of 'servitude', poverty and 

mise~' (op.cit.·p.342). 

Commentators interpreting this psalm along cultic lines, see it 

as an indico.tion of 'the king' s supremely important place in the social 

order' (,Johnson op.cit. p.6). The key wor(ls in the psalm are 

'righteousness' ( "'P 1 '?f ) and 'justice'. (~~~ 'q), and ~he 
basic thought t:P..roughout is that of a king, dependent upon and 

responsible to Yeh;reh for the right exercise- of his pO\'Jer, watching 

over the rights of his people and ensurins in particular that the 

weaker meml)ers are both protected ana.· the· recipients of' justice 

according to their need. 

'l'he psalmist then extends the immediate object of his thoughts 

to include the world at large, and prays that this earthly king may 

come to enjoy universal sway: 

'May he also rule from sea to sea •••• 
All nations serve him' (vv.S-11) 

We shall have occasion at a later point to discuss the interpretation 

of 'The River' (v.S) as a reference to the current of the great 

cosmic sea which nourishes the holy city. 

But the kinG is primarily guardian of the humble and nee~: 

'J:i'or he will cleliver the needy when he crieth.... . 
And their blood will be precious in his eyes' (vv.12-14) 

and the right exercise of this euardianship (i.e. through righteous 

and just government) will leacl to economic prosperity: 

'So may he live aml be given of the gold of Sheba •••• 
May all nations call him happyi ( vv.15-17) 

Thus we see that the principal theme is that the 'national prosperity 

of Israel is conditioned by the behaviour of society as a whole. 

That is to say •••• the moral realm and the realm of na.tm'e are 

regarded as one and inclivisible' (ibid.p.11). We might compare 
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Mowinckel' s treatment of this psalm (He 'rhat Cometh p.89f) which he 

considers portrays 'almost every aspect of the demands, promises an(!_ 

requirements associated vdth the king' • 

Psalm 132 

Kirkpatrick is quite definite that this psalm is 'an encourage

ment to Israel of the Resto:ration to believe that Yahweh. will not 

fail to perform h~s promises to the house of David' (op.cit. p.763); 

Expressing doubt as to the precise period to which the psalm belongs, 

he nevertheless favours the age of Nehemiah. Barnes also considers 

the psalm to be a ~baclG7ard look' by.the psalmi5t to the days of 

David. Both commentators discount any suggestion that the dating 

could be 'monarchic', mainly on the grounds of the force of the 

expression 'Lord remember David'. 

Johnson, hOi'rever, treating the psalm as a quite clear example of 

a 'Royal' psalm, considers its Sitz im Leben to have been 'a dramatic 

commemoration or liturgical re-enactment of the bringing of the Ark 

to Jerusalem and the consequent foundine of the Jerusalem cultus in 

close association with the Davidic dynasty' (op.cit. p.18). Thus 

the psalm falls into two parts: firstly a h~nn asking Yahweh's 

continued favour to the royal house: 

'Yahweh remember David~ ••• 
Tun1 not back the face of thy Messiah' (vv.1-10) 

Noteworthy p'oints here are the details which are recotmted of the 

finding of the ark in :B:phrathah (v. 1 Sam.6.1, 7.2), and also the 

interpretation of: 
1 Hise up Yahweh, to thy home (lit. '.reati»g plaoe' l 

;a n.n·-~ J.'?;;) > 
~'hou and thy powerful Ark' -I ·: T . • 

as expressin~ literally what was actually happening as the Ark was 

lifted into its place in the Temple. 

The second. part is an oracular response, stressing the preserva

tion by Yahweh of his 1 everl:1sting covenant' : '.l'his may have been 

sung antiphonally by the Temple choirs or the response m(l..y have been 

that of an individual temple official: 
1 Yahweh hath sworn to David •••• 
'While on himself his crown shall sparkle' ( vv .11~18) 
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And my testimony (or testimonies) that I shall teach 
them' 

Jolmson considers that this verse throws consiclerable light on the 

well-known crux concerning the coronation of the boy kine; lTehoash 

(2 Kgs. 11.12; Cf. 2 Chron. 23.1:1.) where it is stated that the king 

was invested with 'the crown anc1. the testimony' • In his view there 

is no need to emend the text to reacl for 'testimony' the 'bracelets 1 

or 'the insiGnia'. The simple fEet was that the kine rror·~, in 

e.d.dition to the royal cro;;·n, a. document w·hich embodied the basic 

terms of Yahweh's covenant with t!le hou3e of David ( Cf. the later 

custom of wearing phylacteries). 

The other point of Yery considerable interest is the significance 

of the •rerse: 

'Yahweh hath chosen Zion; 
He hath desired it for his abode' ( v.13) 

Jolmson hns a ver-:f lone; section here in •·rhich he considers w:b.at vre 

learn frmn the 01::1 Testament of the background of· Jerusalem's histOI"'J, 

and concludes that 'after the capture of Jerusalem, David found in 

the Jebusite cultus with its worship of the "Host High" ( lis~~ l_,~) 
and its royal-priestly order of Melchizedek, a ritual and mythology 

which might prove to be the m~ans of carrying out Yahweh's purposes 

for IsraeJ. and fusing the chosen people into a model of national 

righteousness' (op.cit. -.46. 

pp.27-46). 

Ps?-1!!.!. 89· 

For the deta.ilec1 argument v. ibid. 

The basic t!.1ought of this psalm is at once obvious, and expresses 

on the one ha.ncl the certain loving kindness and faithfulness of Yalmeh, 

on the other hand the apparent failure of his mercy towards Israel. 

Kirkpatrick and Barnes place the psalm in quite different periods, the 

former during the E:dle aml the latter during the early periocl 

following the l'~xile when 'there was still a hope that the Davidic house 

might be restored' (op.cit. p.4·25). Great emphasis is placed on the 

'loving kindness' ( 1 ~ 1) ) and 'faithfulness' ( .:O'Q ~- ) of . . . 
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Yahv;eh, each of these acljectives being repeated seven times ( vv. 

1, 2, 5, 8, 14, 24, 28, 33, 49). In Kirkpatrick's opi!rlon 'The 

enthusiastic praises of Yahr;eh' s majesty ( v. 5ff) ancl .the detailed 

recital of the splendour and the solemnity of the promise (vv.19ff) 

serve to heighten the contrast of the king's present degradation, 

while at the same time they are a plea ancl n consolation'. Never-

theless there is no attempt on the psalmist's part to solve the 

apparent contradiction which he presents. 

The importance of this psalm from the cultic point of view is that 

it gives us in extensive de·tail, a picture of the intimate relation-

ship which was extant between Yahneh and the Davidic king. Thus 

Johnson ascribes it to an occasion \'Then the royal forces or the king 

himself' has suffered. disaster. 'l'his latter is attributed to the 

~nger of Ye.hweh and ace ordingly, the leaclers of the people vii th the 

kin0 himself, have assembled in the Temple to pray for divine favour. 

In the light of these circumstances, the psalm is interpreted as 

follows: 

i) 'l'here is a hyw.n of praise celebrating Yahweh's supremacy 
1 !;iy song shall be alway •••• 
And in thy favour our horn shall be exalted' (vv.1-18) 

ii) Yahi•reh is reminded of his promises to David and the Davidic 

.line. From this we see that_, employing the concept of corporate 

personality, there is to be a descendant of' Da,rid who as Messiah ( cf. 

v.20b) is not merely the 'Servant' but the 'Son' by adoption of the 

deity and who by reason of his 'sonship' is to have dominion over 

the kings of the eE".rth. 

'Of old thou clidst speak by a prophet~··· 
And his throne as the days of heaven' (vv.19-29) 

iii) 'J.'here are, hov1ever, certain definite conditions laid down by 

which it is possible for the Davidic king to be 'Son' and if these· 

are not observed then Yah~veh will exercise his justice. Neverthe-

less the covenc1.nt is 'everlasting' no matter what any individual 

monarch may do. 

'If his children forsake·my law •••• 
A faithful '.<ritness in the sky' (vv.3Q-37) 
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iv) The disastrous situation is described and a plea made for 

Yahweh's covenant mercy: 

' Thou hast. broken down all his hedges •••• 
Praised be. Yahvreh for evermore. .Amen and Amen' 

(with regard to the covenant relationsf?.ip) (vv.40-52) 
L - - . . . - - . - -- ---

Johnson (op.cit. p.26) emphasises a very important point\to which 

we draw special attention at this stage ' •••• despite David's 

promised elevation to the rank of Yahweh's 'Son' and despite the 

gift of the divine 'Spirit' from the 'Holy One' of Israel (with all 

that this may imply in terms of Father, Son and holy Spirit), we 

must bei'lare of exaggerating the importance of the fact that in 

Israelite thought the Davidic kine; is potentially so closely related 

to God. Although, in theory at least, he may be on such intimate 

terms with Yahweh arid p·owerfully subject to his influence, he is 

by nature a man; and, so far as his subjects are concerned, he is 

no more than primus inter pares' • 

p~~.!!!L29 

Taking an interpretation from the title of this psalm in the 
, . I . -

LXX ( E:. 'So~wu d'IC."Jvijs Vulg. in consummatione tabernaculi) 

Kirkpatrick holds th.."l.t it was sung in the time of the Second 'l'emple 

on the 8th or concluding day of the feast of Tabernacles. 'i'he 

psalm expresses the typical devout Israelite's view of nature, viz. 

ever.J natural feature which he observes expresses the beneficence, 

power ancl/or majesty of a· Go(!_ who is supreme ruler of the universe. 

Barnes is inclined towards an early, pre-exilic date for the psalm, 

and it is particul:::rly interesting in t!le light of the cultic 

interpretation (infra) that he should specific_ally comment (op.cit. 

p.142f): 

i) 'fhat the Psalm was not origi:nally written for use in p{.iblic 

rrorship and 

ii) With regard to the expression Ullf -.:llll1l't' that 'the 

modern interpretation that "holy garments 11 are meant in v.2b is 

t.msuita.ble to the context'. 

We might note here, that modern commentators, notint; the striking 

similarity between this psalm and Canaanite poetry revealed to us in 
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the Ugaritic texts, have· suggested that in the liB;ht of Ugaritic 

eviclen:ce, the expressionuJJf- .ITJ.~TI~should be translated. 'when 

he appears in holiness 1 
( Cr". similar usage in. Ps.. 96.9 and 1 .Chr. 

16.29). 

From the cultic standpoint, the psalm is an important one. Not 

o11~y ctoe~ it reveal certain familiar li t.urgical features, but it is 

alr:;o a close p::trallel, both in l.:mguace and. form, ;·;ith Ugaritic 

literature of the 2pd mill~nium BC. _In fact the simil~rities are 

so great that 'the psalm has been described as in origin a h.ymn to 

Baal \'lhich h::ts been put slightly revised in termG of Yahwism' 

(Johnson op.cit. p.54 CF. also W.F.JUbrir;ht in his article 'The 

Psalm of I'9bbaku.k' : '~Studies in Old Testament Prophecy p.6 - Psalm 

29 1 swarms with Canaariitisms in diction and imagery'). 'l'hus 

Johnson considers it possible that in this psalm i7e hc1.ve un example 

of a hymn from the early Jebusite cultus which vras adapted to the 

worship of Yahweh after the city had been captured by David. 

· The psalm commences ni th an instruction to the 'godlings' 

(05~l.< 5Jl) in the divine assembly, to honour Yahweh as supreme: .. . . .. . . 
'Render to Yahweh. 0 ye God.s •••• 

Bow· down to Yah'.'Feh in his Holy splendour' ( vv .1-2) 

The mc.in section of the psalm then describes Yahweh in terms of 

the Lord·of' nature speaking with a mighty voice whilst in his·temple 

all are extolling his e;l.OI"J: 
1 'fhe voice of' Yahweh soundeth over the waters •••• 
While all his 'l'emple eohoeth the word 1 Glory' ' ( vv. 3-9) 

Finally Yahweh's enthronement as Lord. of nature with rule over 

the universe and in pe.rticular over .the cosmic sea, carries with it 

a _certainty that he vrill guarantee the seasonal rains and the 

consequent prosperity of his people: • 
1 Yahweh is enthronecl over the flood.... 1 
Yahweh i'lill endow his people with welfare' ( U) ~~ ) 

( vv.10-11) 

Thus Johnson believes that 1 we have good grounds for associating 

this particular psalm vTith the occasion under discussion i.e. Israel's 

great autumnal festival as celebrated j_n the Jerusalem temple during 

the period of the monarchy1 (ibid. p.57). He also relates the 
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circumstances of this psalm to the vision of Isaiah (Is. 6.1ff) and 

considers th:1t \'le can fix in a similar fashion by comparison, the 

date and interpretation of similar psalms e.g. Ps. 93 et al. 

Psalm 95 

Barnes has little of interest to say with regard to this psalm. 

He merely treats it as one of the psalms of 'Ascent' which, like 

Pss. 120-134 were stmg by persons going up to worship at the Temple. 

Kirkpatrick treats the psalm in the light of its relationship to 

Pss. 9.6-100 with which it has particular connection and considers that 

each of these psalms was definitely liturgical and r1as probably 

composed for the Dedication of the Second Temple in BC 516 (The LJlX 

titles of Pss. 96/97:·he considers give a true indication of their 

purpose i.e. ((~ 0 o~ ~kD~_r'JTalL K.T.~.and T«f A.l"'~ 8rc; 
d.~ \W.9~atTal\..' Thus it is the deliverance from Babylon 

curt..minating in the Dedication of the 'J!emple which the psalmist is 

concerned with here. 'rhe two parts of the psalm ( vv .1-7b; .. 7c-11) 

are respectively an invitation to ~'lorship and also a warning against 

disobedience. 

From the cultic standpoint VTe lkwe here yet another of the 

'enthronement' psalms, presenting us vii th another aspect of the 

covenant reiationship between Yahweh and Israel and emphasising this 

time the obligation of Israel :towards Yahweh. It is most naturally 

p.laced in the context of the New Year Festival. 

1'he psalm opens with. a summons to unite in praise of Yahr1eh the 

great God and King/Creator who is also shepherd of his chosen people~ 
1 0 come let us applaud Yahweh •••• 

We ar~ the people whom he shepherdeth, the flock 
· under his hand' (vv.1-7b) 

At this point comes a change - a solemn charge is given to the 

worshippers (possibly by a cultic prophet actine; as.an extension 

of the Divine personality) not to be disobedient to Yahweh.as· ·their 

forefathers had been in the \Vilderness: 

'O that today ye may hearken to his voice •••• 
That they should not enter my homeland' (vv.7c-11) 
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Thus Johnson (op.cit. p.61) consider::; that the first part of the psalm 

is mainly a legacy from Canaanite mythology, 'while the second part, 

with its emphasis upon the lesson in obedience which is to be drawn 

from the history of the Wandering, is bas eel upon the Hebrew tradi

tions concerrling the great events of the Exoclus •••• 1 

We may compare with this psalm, Ps. 99 where the story of Israel's 

history is brought forward. to the monarchy, ancl the establishment of 

the Jl.rk in Jerusalem. 

~alm 24 

Kirkpatrick here comes extr~ordinarily close to the contemporary 

cultic interpretation of the psalm in his suggestion that 111 the 

ancient doors 11 are the gates of the venerable fortress, now opening 

to receive their true IJord' (op.cit. p.:l.27), and that the occasion 

is an actual procession through Jebus vrith the Ark as the central 

feature of this. In his desire to set the exact occasion he selects 

David's installation of the Ark following the capture of Jebus (2 Sam. 

6). Barnes, apart from a reference.to Yahweh's victory over the 

'Deep' and his foundation of the world upon the 'Floods' has little 

to offer of interest. 

Cultically this psalm is· very important for we probably have here 

an occasion on which the Ark (the symbol of the presence of Yahweh 

and the focus of his worship) was carried in procession up the 

slope:3 of Mount ~~ion towards the Temple. 

The psalm commences with a chnracteristic reference to Yahvreh' s 

activity in C:reation: 

''l'he earth is Yahvreh' a and all the.t filleth it •••• 
. P.nd. doth maintain it above the currents' (vv.1-2) 

Then follorrs a series of questions and answers stressing Yalmeh' s 

requirement of his covenant people - moral integrity: 

'Wbo may ascencl. Yahweh's hill? •••• 
'l'hose that seek (the person of the Go(l of') Jacob' 

( vv.3-6) 

Finally the worshippers in the procession·appeal that the gates of' 

the 'l'emple shall be opened to allow Yahweh ( symbolisecT by the Ark) 

to enter his sanctuary. As in Ps. 29 (supra) \'le notice that YahYreh 

is thought of as actually present in all his '(aory' : 
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'Lift up your heads 0 ye 13ates •••• 
~is 'The e;lorions King' (vv.'l-10) 

1'here are t~.?o specific points of interest wl-iich Johnson makes 

rer.;ardins this psalm (op.cit. p.65). Firstly that 'Yahi'Teh's 

Kinc;ship is here represented as somethine; more than a sovereignt'<J 

over the realm of nature. It also inplud.es his sovereign power 

over what ·:re should call the moral realm'. Secondly vre should 

notice 'the emphasis. ~7hich is laicl upon the identification of this 

Kine with one •:iho has been proved "mie;hty in battle". That is to 

say, the procession of this God who is so actively concerned with 

both the physical and the moral realms is obviously a. triumphant 

one. It is as a victorious warrior tha.t the divine king is now 

entering his Temple' • 

We should notice the close affinity nhich this psalm has with 

m· 4'7 and 68 both of 1'lhich describe the tritunphant progress of 

the divine King into his Temple. 

Psalm 4:8 

Both Kirkpatr:ick and Barnes are agreed that this psalm is a 

psalm of thanksgiving for a great deliverance. 

greatness of Yahweh and. the glory of his city. 

Its theme is the 

With regard to the 

actual occasion, both commentators are in favour of teJdng the 

psalm to refer to the miraculous deliverance of Jerusaiem from the 

army of Sennacherib in the reign of Hezekiah ('701 'BC - v. _?_Kgs. 

18.:1.3ff), and both favour an early date for.this psalm and also 

for the two companion psalms 46 and 4'7. 

One interesting feature of Barnes' notes is that he.rejects the 

view of Duhm that the psalm was a Pilgrim psalm like the Songs of 
' 

Ascent on the e;rounds that here we have special rather than general 

thanksgivin~: for a great deliverance. 
1 

For the cultic school of interpretation the psalm is i~portant 

because it gives U$ some iclea o:£' the prelimin<:tries y:hich can1e· before 

the actual procession of the divine king to his 'l'emple (supra -

Study of Ps. 24 and associated psalms). 

'l'he psalm begins vdth praise c~lebrating Yalw1eh' s Kingship in 

Zion (NB: the description of Zion itself as ~11~ ~ -the mytho

loGical rnotmtain where Baal had his throne) : 
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'Great is Y~hweh and greatly to be praised •••• 
1'he city of; the mighty king' -· ( vv .1-2) 

'l:lhen the ·.my in \'Thich Yah\'leh has discomf'ited the Kings of the earth 

in Zion is described: 

'God in the palaces thereof •••• 
1'he fleets of Tarshish' ( vv. :3-7) 

This can only be interpreted us a reference to the symbolic dis

comfiture of the Kines in the dramatic ritual and this interpreta

·tion is strengthened by the lines which follovr: 

'As \'/e l1..~ve heard, so have we seen •••• _ 
In the mio.st of thy_·Temple' ( vv.8-9) 

Yahweh's righteousness and judgement are then extolled: 

'Like thy ~~me 0 God so doth tqy praise •••• 
Because of thine acts of judgement' ( vv.l0-11) 

Finally the remaining verses of the psalm refer to a ritual 

procession empi:1..asising Yahweh's leadership of his people in the 

struggle against 'Death': 

'March round Zion, c;o round about her •••• 
Our God is our leader against "Death'" (vv.12-:L4) 

We may assuJUe then, that we have here the situation vihich 

precedes the triump~~l procession mentioned supra in the notes on 

Ps. 24 (and also connected with Pss. 47 and 68). These last lines 

are in fact an exhortation to commence "Such a procession. 

Closely connected. with Ps. 48 are Pss. 149 and 46, the former 

givinr; us some interesting details of the part whieh the-worshippers 

play in the ritual performance and also a possible reference to its 

timing: 

'Let the devout be thrilled at the thought of 
glory •••• 

Let them.applaud upon their beds,. 
With the acclamations of G-od in their throat 
And a two-edged sword in their hand' ( vv.5-6) 

and the latter a tP~eefold consideration of the events of the ritual 

performance (v. Johnson op.cit. p.83ff). 

~lm 97 

Here again vre learn little from the standard commentaries of 

Kirkpatrick and Barnes. The former takes the psalm as one of 

celebration, and, mainly on the evidence of the IJXX title 
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( A. -- 'C 'Jt ( -
~ Tif UA-.1..0 01"6' '\ y~ IC..T.~~, cites the occasion as the restoration 

from Babylon. The latter entitles his notes on the pse.lm '_li;Jlother 

sene; of coming judgement' and considers tha.t 'The psalmist sees in 

_vision the Kinga.om of God already present' (op.cit. p.464). 

Treating the psalm cultically, we can observe several of the 

usuE:.l features. It begins with a plea to the world in general to 

rejoice in Yalmeh' s sovereignty: 

·i It is Yahweh who is King~ Let the earth 
rejoice~ 

1\nd all the peoples have seen his glory' ( vv.l-6) 

Then Yahweh's triumph oyer the nations is declarecl to be a proof · 

that those peopl_e around who worship inferior Gods are V!Orshippers of 

Gods which h:we been compelled not only to acknm:1ledge Ya]J.weh as 

supreme, but also to admit the defeat of their schemes for his 

overthrow and the institution of world anarchy: 

'When the }.iost High gave to the nations their 
pas sessions •••• 

Jacob was the portion of which he took 
possession' 

'J:~l vrho serve a e;raven irnage are put to shame, 
'l'hou art highly e~~altecl .:1.bove all the Gods' Cvv.'7-9) 

'l'he remainder of the psalm indicates the responsibility of 

Ye.hvieh' s followers to ha1fe 'evil' and they are described as a 

'rie:;hteous' people who have been delivered, at Dawn, from 'darkness' 

and 'Death': 
1 Those who love -·fahweh hate evil. ••• 
Ar!d give thanks to his holy Name' ( vv .10-12) 

With this p::.alm we should. consider also the closely related 

Ps. 82 and Ps. 98. 

~'bus far then, from the cultic point of' view, rm have illustra-

tecl the general features of the 'Autumnal li'estival'. 

now to consider several psalms which illustrate the special position 

which the reigning monarch held i:r:t this. festival, ancl it is perhaps 

obvious that v:e should select our e:r.:a1:1ples from those psalms which 

we generally classify 'Royal psalms'. 



Psalm 84 

Again Barnes seems to be very wide of the mark in his estimation 

of this psalm as one :7ritten by 'an anointed person, a king or a h.igh 

priest' whose desire is 'that he may be allowed. to go up once more to 

Zion' , but who is um .. ble to do so because of some unstatecl obstacle 

( op.cit. p.403). Kirkpatrick on the other hand comes closer to the 

cultic interpretation by his dating of the psalm as one written 

dt~inc the monarchy (though not as early as David), and by his under

standing of the expression 'thine annointed' as a reference to the 

reignins monarch. 

JC>hnson (op.cit. p.94) tal::es the psalm as 'a hymn sung by Yahweh's 

worshippers in celebration of their pilgrimage from the towns and 

villages of the land at the time of this autumnal festival'. 

At the commencement of the psalm we find P'"trayed the feelings 

of those who have to spend most of their lifetime avray f'rom Jerusalem: 

'Hov1 lovely is thy dwelling-place •••• 
l'.'ho can always be praising thee' ( vv.1-4) 

We should note that Yahweh is addressed not only as 'Yahweh of _Hosts' 

but also as the 'Living G-od' ( S 1l ~~ ) and the 'Divine King' 

(_ l ~~ ). 
Yet the pilgrim is happy in his mvn way, for he is· aware that 

following his pilgrimage will come the winter rains transforming the 

dry ground., into pools of water. Thus he is sptirred on to meet God 

in Zion and make his special prayer for the reigning king in Jerusalem., 

the '·shield' (J J'J 'A'()) of his people and the 1 Messiah' of' G-od • 
.. . T 

\'le see then a proe,Tession of thought from YahYreh to his earthly 

representative: 

'Ho~·; happy manldnd who make thee their strength, 
And look ~pon the face_ of thy Messiah' ( vv.5-9) 

Having correctly orientated the two aspects of worship of the 

divine King e.nd regard for the ee.rthly king, and linked them 

together with the coming of' the winter rains, the worshipper considers 

afresh the ultimate pleasure which results from •:rorship in the 'l'emple: 

'For I prefer a day in thy cot~ts •••• 
How happy mankind who trust in thee~' ( vv.10-12) 
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In a further lengthy examination, Johnson relates his conclusions 

regard.ing this psalm to Ps. 89 (supra) with pe.rticular reference to 

vv.58-45 which he considers to be part of an actual ritual drama in 

which the Davidic king, as Yahweh's vice-regent is the subject of an 

attack by the 'kings of the earth'. Thus he suffers a ritual 

humiliation- 'That is to say, this dramatic deliverance from the 

kines of the earth, this victory over "Death", is not achieved without 

an early disaster, '!Thich is clearly intended as a lesson in 

dependence upon Yahweh. Selvation for king and commoner alike, must 

come· from Israel's God, for all hbman aids are really worthless to 

this end' (op.cit. p.104). 

Such a conclusion would throw further light on Ps. 101, a psalm 

in which the Messiah (the Davicl.ic king) is regarded as pleacling the 

justice of his rule and that of his subjects, and longing for the 

moment when Yamreh will come to him in his abandonment. 

Psalm 18 

This psalm continues the thoue;hts which we have been discussing 

in the previous study. Hence we shall examine the cultic approach 

to this psalm first. As m• 89 and 101 portray the J.~essiah 

appealing to Yahweh for deliverance from distress, so Ps. 18 portrays 

his than..lcsgiving for answered prayers. ,Johnson considers that the 

psalm has three d.efinitc parts. 

There is first of all general praise of Yahweh: 

'I love thee 0 Yahweh my strength •••• 
. ~d I rua delivered from my enemies' (vv.1-3) 

'l'hen 

.i) 'l'he Messiah's deliverance is d.escribed in vivid and 

picturesque language: 

'Death's breakers engulfed me •••• 
He freed me for he was pleasecl with me' (vv.4-19) 

ii) '.l'he Messiah's righteousness is vindicated: 

'Yahweh doth recompense me according to my 
righteousness •••• 

And through my God I leap the wall' (vv.20-29 

iii) The Messiah tritwphs over the nations of the earth: 

'As the God whose way is faultless •••• 
Quitting their fastne.ss' (vv.30-45) 
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Finally there is a great song of personal thanksgiving to Yclu~eh 

the ·• I,i ving God' : 
1 Yahweh livetht Blessed be my rock~ •••• 
To David and his seed for ever' (vv.46-50) 

With this psalm we should compare Ps. 118 \'lhich is a psalm 

co11taining identical features of thanksgiving, praise and triumph 

and which ends, most interestingly, with what Johnson considers to 

be 'the royal SQ~mons to begin the festal dance as an act of thanks

giving to Yahweh for his lasting devotion •••• 1 ( op.cit. p.118) nc1.mely: 
1 Join in. the clance with festal boughs •••• 
For his devotion is everlasting' (vv.27b-29) 

Kirkpatrick spends a great deal of time on this psalm, _elaborating 

his principal theory that it was composed by David himself as a great 

hymn of tharJ·:sgiving in the hour of his highest prosperity and 

happiness. He.ving considered the fact that the compiler of 2 Sam. 

embodied it in his work as the best illustration of David's life and 

ch9-racter and the noblest specimen of his poetry' (op.cit. p.85), he 

dates the composition of the psalm as 'most naturally and fitly 

a.ssignerl to the interval of peace mentionerl in 2 Sam. 7 .1' • He 

continues 'In that time of tranquiUity David renewed the mercies of 

Yahweh in this sublime ode of thanksgiving, and planned to raise a 

monument of his gratitude in the scheme for building the ~l'emple, 

which he r.ras not allowed to carry out'. 

Barnes, in an extremely lenzthy stuc1.y ~f ~uthorship and evidence 

for this, e.lso supports De.victic authorship, qoncludine his study 

'Ps. 18 reveals its religious power in th'lt it hc.s for its subject 

the excellences of a DiYine protector, but its-religion betrays 

itself as early ancl unc1eveloped by the unmeasured. terms in which the 

fate of the htUnan enemy is described' (op.cit. p.80). 

We come nort to the final section of our stud.y of tf1e features of 

the c1ramatic ritual involved in the autumn festival - namely, the 

re-birth of th.e t.~essiah and his re-enthronement as 'Son' of 

Yahweh. 
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Psa],.~rn 2 

Both !Cirh.-patrick an<l Barnes are aereed that the situation pre

supposed in this psal!!i is of an an'f.ointed king ( Yah·.-:eh' s representa

tive) enthroned on Mou.'"lt Zion menaced by a confederacy of subject 

G-entile na t:Lons. In t~1eir interpretation of the psalm, however, 

we find clifferine; vieril~. Kirkpatrick considers that it coulcl refer 

to a definite historic occasion, and he is strongly- in favour of 

relating it to the reign of Solomon, although he conclud.es that 'the 

particular historical reference is of' relatively small moment 

compared \vith the typical application of the Psalm to the kingdom 

of Christ' (op.cit. p.6). 'l'hus he states, '1'his Psalm is typical 

and proph~tic of the rebellion of the Kingdoms of the world against 

the Kingdom of Christ' • Barnes on the other hand, believes that 

'it is not Israelite history but Israelite prophecy (or apocalyptic) 

that harbours the thought of a universal dominion which has its seat 

in .Jerusalem. ~· 2 is. not a page from the e~nals of Israel, but 

a fragment of' a vision· of the Kingclom of God' ( op. cit. p. 5) • 

Hence his closing sentence 'Ps. 2 is a vision of the Holy Catholic 

Church' • 

Both commentators are further agreed that the le.nguege of the 

psalm is theocratic throughout - it is God himself who is the real 

king, the 'Son' is the king on earth, representative of him that 

'sitteth in the heavens'. 

A glance at Johnson's outline of the Nevr Year Festival renders 

it at once obvious tha.t in Ps. 2 we have a perfect illustration of 

the final stage of the dramatic ritual suggested (supra p.2G). 

Yahiveh has secured the king's supremacy over the nations, the true 

Messiah is re-born and.adopted as th~ 'Son' of Yahweh. Hence his 

re-enthronement as Yahweh' s vice-regent on earth and his endovrment 

with tmiversal power: 

'Why did the 11c1. tions •••• 
But I, as you see1, have set up ~J King 
Upon Zion, my sacred mountain' (vv.1-6) 

1. This translation does justice to the force of the 
introductory ( . S .J ~ 1 ) . . -·-
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At this point, the Messiah is made to recount an oracle which he 

has received from Yah\'leh: 

'Let me tell of Yahweh's decree •••• 
'l'hou shalt smash them like a potter's 

vessel' (vv.7-9) 

Finally.the rebellious kings are urged to shed their pride and 

to recognise Yahweh's universal sovereighty: 
1 l'i ow therefore •••• 
Happy all those vrho seek refuge in him' (vv.10-:1.2) 

Johnson further lin.i<:s up this psalm with Ps. 110, which he 

considers is un oracle delivered specially for the occasion by one 
1 of the cultic prophets • Hence the celebrated crux interpretum 

1 thou hast the homage •••• 1li'ter the order of rlelchizeclek1 
( vv.:3-4) 

presents no difficulty, for in fact it deals in 'a perfectly 

straightfOl~~rard way with the rebirth of the Messiah, \'lhich, as we 

now kn_ow, takes place on this event.ful day with his deliverance from 

the Underworld, apparently at the spring Gihon at davm •••• ' ( op.cit. 

p.121). It is interesting to compare here Moi'rinckel' s view that in 

these verses vre have the prophetic poet using purely mythological 

language deri'[ed probably from the myth of the birth of the new 

Stm God (v. He That Cometh p.62). 

Psalm 21 

·Kirkpatrick considers that this psalm is one of thanksgiving for 

victory and tl~t 'its occasion need not be looked for in a coronation 

festival or a royal birthday' (op.cit. p.109f). Barnes on the other 

hand, 1•rhilst accepting this interpretation in general, believes that 

it is the kine;' _s might not Yahweh 1 s which is being celebrated (with 

the exception of vvs. 9b and 13). He does hm:eirer, show some 

~ympathy to·.1ard.s· the suggestion that the psalm (together with Ps.20) 
\.• . 

was· liturgical, and. possibly used before battle to accompany 

sacrifice and invocation of Yahweh. 

~--~--~~----~~~~~------------~----~-----------~----~~~ 1. For Johnson's detailecl study of the role of the cultic prophet 
see his book The Cul~ic Prophet in Ancient Israel ( 1944). 
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In the light of the interpretation of Pss. 2 and 110 (supra) 

it becomes evident that much more is invoived in Ps. 21 than is 

immediately apparent. 

The openinG lines are those of rejoicinr; because Yahweh has 

granted the king the'Life' which he so earnestly prayed. for, in 

that he has performed an act of 1 Victory' ( 1l ~-=Jui ~ ) . '!'his 

'Victory' leading on to the king's coronation is the resuit of a 

true covenant relationship: 

'The kine is glad, 0 Yahweh, by reason 
of thy might; 

~~d in the unshakable devotion of the 
Most High' ( vv.1-7) 

'l'he remeinder of the psalm directs the thought of the ~'lorshippers 

e.way from the immediate ( drnmatic) victOI"J uhich. they have observed, 

to the certainty of' victory in ectual combat i.e. to the thought 

th?.t Yahweh through his earthly Messiah will c1estroy his enemies. 

~.'he psalm closes Yli th an exhortation to Yahrreh to arise anri bring to 

pass this final act of judscment: 

'Thy hand rrill ree.ch out to all thine enemies •••• 
That we may sing the praises of thy might~' (vv.8-13) 

w·e move now, in the next section of our stucly, to give special 

attention to three contemporary approaches to the Psalter which we 

have- mentioned fre·quently in our discust:don thus far. These are 

to be found respectively in the \'fork of Scanclinavian theologians 

(pr~rUcularly the Si'Tedish 'Uppsala School'), the English 'Myth and 

Ri tu."J.l School' and that of' Dr. Norman Sn..".i th. Our aim >rill be to 

give a general outline of the characteristic.s which eaeh approach 

. he.s, and then to attempt an assessment of its influence upon 

theological studies in this fielc1 as a whole. 

TI'irstly, what may be sa:i.d about the so-called 'Uppsala School'? 

~Ye have alreao.y noted (p. :111 supra) tl1at the original theories held 

by theolor;ians of this School have developed-into a movement which 

novr concerns not only the Psalter, but the interpretation of much 

of the remainder of the Old Testament also. It is worth noting 
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at the outset that there is consid:ernble c1iversi ty of op~nion amongst 

different members of the School rlith regarcJ. to common prolllems. 

This is an important fact as many students seem to r..ave the 

irnnression that all members are uniteo. in defence of certain .. ---
theolosical developments which have had their origins in Uppsala. 

'.ie r1ould do well to accept Professor G.W.lmderson' s definition of 

the term- he writes: ' •••• for convenience, the term "Uppsala School" 

may be retained to describe a group of scholars, connected, for the 

most part, with the older Swedish University, in whose work there is 

a common emphasis, a common approach, ancl a common tyPe of solution, 

even wnere there is controversy over detail' (HTR Vol.XLIII 1950). 

Thus 'r'Te find that 'In the fields of textual and li·~erary criticism 

great emphasis is laid on the importance and reliability of oral 

tradition. In the study of religion the school is anti-evolutionist, 

and is concerned to stress the a.bicling positi,re influence of the cult, 

aml the im:;;Jortance of the role of both king and prophet in the cult. 

'l'hese lines converge in a vigorous attack on the analysis of the 

literature and the reconstruction of the history of the-religion 

which are associated with the name of Wellhausen' Q.oc.cit.). 

So much then for the general characteristica of the School; v1e ·are 

specially conce~ned with its work and that of other Scandinavian 

writers in the field of the Psalter itself and it is to this thr..t we 

shall now turn. 

It has been made abundantly clear in the preceding pages that 

a startling cpange in the approach to the Psalms has taken place 

during the first half of' the present century. This .change, as vre 

have seen, was principally the· result of' the development of' C~tmkel' s 

original work by Mowinckel, the latter establishing a scientific 

foundation upon which :mcceeding scholars have built. This new 

movement, as .Aage Bentzen states I has not affected the Western 

world as much as Scandinavian countries, where r:iowinckel' s influence 

has been most penetrating' (op.cit. p.83, note 2). Hence, there is 

a great deal of material available (noticeably from Uppsala) which 
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inclic:>.tes the principal attitudes which Scanrlinavian theologians 

have adopted with regard. to the Psalter. We shall attempt fi~~st 

of all, to e;ive a ~~eneral outline of conclusions reached regarding 

the cultic activities of which the psalms were originally believed 

to have been a part. li'or this we are indebted to Aage Bentzen's 

excellent introduction to hj.s KinP; and l1lessiah (English translation 

1955). 

The festival of Yahweh's enthronement on New Year's Day (v. Pss. 

47, 93, 95-100 et al.) is described as a 'ritual elrama 1 with the 

re-creation of the world as its central theme ( v. Um7inckel' s 

t.'Psalmenstudien II). In this ritual drama, the 'Nevr Year Festiv~l' 

celebratecJ. at the time of the n.utumn equinox, the nr1tion of Israel 

experiencecl. a repetition of the events of Creation. This involved 

God's battle a5ainst the po!·rers of Ch~:ws, the primeval ocean, Rahab 

the o.ran;on, ::md their P.ccompanyin.; host Of demonic powers. YahY!eh 

bei~v: victorious in this. battle, the heo.ve!1ly vault is created as a 

final protect:!. on a.gainst the r-·orrers of Chaos, the 'Sea' cmd. the 

'!i'lood' • 'l'his creation of the heaven:;; i:~ a decisi,re act of 

sal1.ra"tion on God 1 s part, and a proof that he is ·all pov1erful over 

other Gods - 'li'or all the Gods of the peoples ar.e ic.lols: But it 

is the Lord who m3.de the heavens' (Ps. 96.5). Through the 

religious act of 1 remembrance' ( anamnesis1) the people ·;rere able to 

re-experience this act. of salvation. By 'remembrance' in this sense 

is meant a real nnd. te.ngible experience of the sa.vin~ facts of 

reli5ion so that the congregation 'become contemporary'(Kierke

gaerd) with the fundamental act of salvation in the history of the 

world. This assurance of life for the people throu5h the divine 

act of creation of the Heayens, is clearly seen in Psalm 8 (Cf. also 

Pss. 29, 4~, 93 et al.). 

The enthronement and New Year Festival of Israel then, which 

emersecl. from such a study of the pse.lms, was seen to have been 

--~----·· -------------1. For more detailed information on 'anamnesis' see Pedersen-
~rael III-IV, pp. 4.01ff; 408ff) 
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related to similar religious celebrations held in countries through-

out the Ancient Near East. rt:owinckcl had. already drawn such a 

comparison with the Babylonian equivalent; ( v. ·~~!_~studien II) , 

and similar comparative studies \v.ere furthered by the cliscove!"'J of 

the Ras She.mra tablets. Important V!ork on these tablets by 

Flemmine Hvidberg1 has shovm that ,the Enthronement Festival was found 

abo in Canaan. 

Proceeding from these conclusions, attention was then focussed 

on the fi,sure of the-Divine or Sacral Kine; and ·this figure has 

attractecl erea.t interest anc1 aroused much controversy. It was 

considered th.:1.t in the cult the King actecl e.s tb.e G-od's vice-1er,ent, 

he was 'Son of the God' ancl in the ritual drama of the Cree.tion, he 

fought the G-ocl' s battles. Like Baal he suffered death and was 

raised from the underworld, thus securing salve.tion for the people 

whom he embodied. In their relation of these fundamentals to those 

in the Israelite festival, Scandinavian scholars do seem to have 

been occasionally misrepresented. Bentzen(op.cit. p-.13) writes 

''rhese · ideas were accepted by Isrc.el only in a modified form. The 
11 dying ·God11

, as ~ohs. Pedersen, Hvidberg ancl Engnell unanimously 

assert, was incompatible with Israel's iclea of God. Yahweh was 

eminently the 11 Living God 11
, the 11 (~od of Life", the Gocl "who does 

not die", as the original text of Habakkuk 1.12 runs according to 

rabbinical tradition. But this conviction did not prevent certain 

features from the ritual combat between r.-od and the powers of 

Chaos, as we see it in poetical allusions in Job, the Prophets, 

above all in Deutcro-Isaiah, from entering the world of Israelite 

thought'. 'rhis opinion appears to be some•.vhat at variance with that 

of A.R.Johnson, who, writin~ on the subject of I~ngnell' s recent 

studies
2

, states 'He ( i;e. E:ngnell) advances the vievr that in the 

1. v. Gra.ad oe; J.a.tter i det G-amle Testamenta - ':'Kobenhavns Un. 
Fest.(1948) .and Cf. Chap. 'Canaanite religion' in *Den Israeli
tiske Religions Historic (1943) • 

. 2.- .Tohnson is referring specifically to }~ngneli' s Studtes in 
Divine Kingship in the /IJ1cient Near East ( 194-3) 
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area under st~vey the fertility aspect of a primitive high god was 

split off into a fertility God of the dJ'"i.ng and risinr; type, and 

that this vras done in such a way that normally the original identity 

Vlas not altogether lost; accord.ine;ly the king, who was regarded. as 

the embodiment of this dying and rising 'yotmg eod', might also be 

regarded as an incarnation of the high god •••• Hence, if the king 

is to be regarc1ed as an incarnation of the high ~:~od, and, therefore, 

is to be identified with Yahweh, tl1is means, presumably, that we 

have still more evidence for the view that Yahweh was thoueht of as 

a cly:ine and rising (~od' ('Hebrew conceptions of Kingship' Essay in 

Myth, Ritual and Kin{;ship Ed. S.H.Hooke.). 

But the myth of the battle of the Gods v1as completely reinterpre-

ted in Israel, ancl above all was 8iven historical significance. 

'l'hus in the Passover ritual, Got!. i'r.?.ged i7ar against the 'Nations' ; 

t!'le Chaos, Rahab and Tiamat were identified with Egypt and Pharaoh, 

and the legend of' the }~xod.us from Egypt was embellished by features 

clrawn from the Creation epic ( v. Pedersen's Israel III-IV especially 

pp.440ff r1here the content and extent of foreign influence upon 

Israel is discussed). We find many of these features in the Psalms 

as a whole and particularly in the 'Royal Psalms'. Thus it is 

possible to recognise survivals from the earlier cultic ritual even 
0 

in psalms which are easier understood politically a.ncl historically -

'Political enemies and the military defeats of the kine are described 

and painted in colours ta~~en from the divine ritual- combat. 'l'hc 

poli t.ical enemies are identified ·;;i th the po·aers of Chaos; the 

powers of Chaos are actualized in pcl:i.tical enemies' (Bentzen op.cit. 

p.14:). 

Apart frol!l the 'Royal Psalms' proper however, there are a great 

mG.n:;: otqers vrhich cont2..in references to the Kit?-g, the 'Lord's 

An/tainted' etc. '.l'his ce.rries us further to consider the interesting 

theory :;?l,lt forward by recent scholars, especially in Sweclen, that 

these are psalms which have been 'democratized'. Such a view 

starts from the basic premiss that at an earlier period. in Isre.elite 

history (as in other countries rolmd about), the psalms in general 
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belonged to a royal ritual. Later, it is believed, these rituals 

were macl.e accessible to the 1 commoners' i.e. the (Seneral public. 

So' far as this oc-curred in Israel, we are able to recognise it 

particularly in those poems which have as their subject the 

innocent sufferine; of the Servant of' God (e.g. P~. 22, 69-'71, 88 
1 etc.) It is noteworthy that Engnell extends the category of 

1 Royal Psalms 1 to include Ps. :1.8, 49, 89, 116, 118. 

~'here has bee!l a great deal more d.iscussion concerning the 

identity of the 'enemies' who are referred to so frequently in the 

Psalter, an·i this whole question has ha.d. to be studied ae;ain in 

the lic;ht of' new approaches to the Psalms. Thus, <1.5 Hentz en 

states 'In many cases we shall probably have to conclude th~t the 

"enemies" in the psalms (even in those where the king is not 

explicitly mcn~ioned) are primarily the porters of Chaos, the 

primeval enemies of men and God., who are conquered by the sacral 

king. In some psalms hor~ever, they have been actualised in the 

concre~te enemies of the nation or of the single individUc'l.l, 

whether they be demons, or men '.'tho have me.de a covenant with them, 
11 sorcerers 11

, or whatever else combats the plans of the saving God 

of the Creation Story' (op.cit. p.:1.4). It is interesting to 

compare this opinion with that of H. Birkeland, originally put 

forwe.rc1 in 1955 and recently reiteratecf, that the 'enemies' are 

almost invariably foreigners, and that the 'I' who speaks is, there

fore, the king, or in some cases perhaps, the leader of the armed 

forces other than the king or, e.e;e.in, so far as the post-exilic 

period is concerne8., a native governor or hi13h-pricst. 

1. Relevant information here appeared in *Svenskt Bibliskt Uppsla-. 
gsverk i ( 1945) cols .1223-4. See also 1.:fidene;ren - 'En studie 
till Ps.88' •::s~. x.1945 pps.66-81. 

2. v. ::'Die Feinc1e des Individuums in der Is. Psalmenliteratur 
( 1933) and Art. ''l'he evil-t1oers in the. Book of Psalms' 
::•A.N.V.A.O. ii. (1955) 
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'l'his leaves us rrith one further aspect of study to mention. 

Over a periocl of years since 1940, Professor Widengren has published 

the results of his own research in the fields of both Myth and Ritual 

in the Ancient Near East1 , and also Sacral Kingship in the Old 'l'esta-

ment2 and in Judaism. In the latter connection Aubrey Johnson 

comments as folloris: 'here it seems to me that the most important 

elements, even though the Old Testament evidence is not very 

convincing, are those which touch upon the Icing's connection with 

the ''l'ree of Life' and the 'Water of Life' and the bearing which· 

these ideas may have upon the Paradise story and the conception of 

the "Primal Man113 • As for the auttunnal festival •••• In the first 

place room is found •••• for the king's part in a sacral marriage; 

and in the second place, an attempt is made to reinforce the view 

that Yah!lreh himself was thought of as a dying and rising God by 

·citing, for example, a number of passing references to the thought of 

his being esleep and needing to be roused and by stressing the 

obvious cultic cry 11Yahweh lives 11 ' (loc.cit. p.233). 

In conclusion of this short outline of Scandinavian studies in 

the Psalter, w·e shall briefly note one or two important vievrs on 

this work, held by other scholars. First of all we would note 

tha. t M·O'i'Jinckel has criticised l<~ngnell' s use of the conception of 

high gods. 'He (i.e. f.lowinckel) argues that both Engnell and 

\'fidengren include so many fu11.ctions in the conception that it has 

ceased to have any precise meaning and he maintains that Engnell is 

too ready to assume that clifferent deities were originally identical
4
'. 

1. Det "sakrala kungadomet•=·n. o.B.- ii ( i943) pps .49-75. King and 
Saviour II'~U. U .~. ( :.1.950);. IV( 1951). 

2. 0Sai:rale& Konie;tum im .Alten '.restament und im Judentum (1955) 
Eieros Gamos och unclerjordsvistelse ~1\rt. in *'R.o.B.vii (:1.948) 
pp.17ff. 

!3. Cf. also the chapter by Bentzen in KinP; and Messiah pp.37ff. 

4. We are indebted to Professor G.W .• Anderson for t:h.is information -
v. ftxt. 'Some aspects of the Uppsala School of Old Testament 
Study': HTR Vol.43 (1.950) p.252. 
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Further, Mowinckel maintains that the terms 'Messiah' and 'k!ess.ianic' 

used by Engnell of the sacral flmctions of the Di,Tine King are wrongly 

used in that they should be used correctly in an eschatological sense 

only. Hence he v1rites 'whoever says 11l.~essiah" also says 11l~scha.tology11 ; 

and an ancient Oriental Ji;schatolog-.f as Gressmann and Sellin imae;ined 

has never e:cis ted 1 ( '-~].\JTT ( 1944) pp. 76f) • 

Secondly the Scandinavian School has met with other important 

criticism. .A.age Bentzen himself states 1 In principle I accept the 

view of' Swedish scholars that the Psalms have been influenced by the 

royal ritual (cr. my J)et sakrale kongedomme 1945). I am critical 

of the tendency to overlook nw.nces and to make p:r;emature generalisa

tions; e.nd I am conscious of' the danger of forgetting that, when 

the Israelite Psalms were composed, the period cluring which psalms 

were used in the royal ritual both in Babylon and Israel was long 

past. I may acld that I do not like the superficial way in wnich 

literary criticism is a.ismissecl with such sloGans as 11 evolutionism 11
· 

and 11 locicism 11 by sam~ of the Sv!edish scholars. 'l'he significance 

of the Uppsala School lies in its synthesis of earlier Scandinavian 

and !me;lo-American scholarship - a 1·rork ·:rhich ·.;ras necesse.ry and. 

which has been carried out with r,rea.t acumen anrl learning. ·Ene;nell 

especially, has made· important contrib-utions to the interpretation of 

the nas Sharnra texts' (op.cit. p.85 note 11). Opposition to the 

conclusions reached by the School are also to be fou..nd in the 

rrritine;s of •'1 t and Noth1 • 

Thirdly we '.'iould me::1tion two short critiques from British 

scholars. Professor G.W.llnderaon (op.cit. p.252) comments 'To 

many it will seem that Professor }t;ngnell 1 s reconstruction of the 

history of Israelite religion does less than justice to the evidence 

1. Alt - 1\rt. 'Das Konigtum in den Reichen Israel. und Judah' 
•:•ve~~~ Test. I ( :1.951) pp. 2f. 

Noth - Art. 'G-ott, Konig, Vall:: illL im Alten Testament' 
')Zeitschrift flir 'I'beologie und Kirche 47 ( 1950) pp.157ff. 
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of a real and lasting conflict between the distinctive Hebraic 

tradition and Canaenite religion. 'rha.t Israel borrm·red much from 

the latter is clear; and it is beggine; the question to assume that 

all such borrm7ing involved loss. But many would hold that the 

oonscious~ess of Israel's distinctive inheritance was more wide-

spread .';l.ml profound than Engnell se'ems prepared to admit. Secondly 

in t.l1e viev1 of the _present writer, the characteristic pattern of Israel's 

faith uncl ritual is derived not from the common myth and. ritual 

pattern of the ancient Near East, but from the events of the 

Exodus as recorded in Israelite tradition'. In the same year (1950) 

Professor A.R.Johnson, in his article in ET Vol.LXII (pl4:1.f) wrote, 

'The energy and enthusiasm of the Uppsala School seem boundless, 

and there can be no doubt that we have here a factor to be 

reckoned. with in the prosecution of both Old and Ne\'1 'l'estament 

studies. Nevertheless, despite an obvious community of interest 

and a general sympathy with what is being attempted, the present 

writer has grave misgivings, sa•Te in the case of Bentzen and to a 

less degree Pedersen, concerning the normal Scandinavian approach 

to the que_stion under discussion. Both in the case of Movlincl::el 

where the tendency is even more prominent in the use of comparati-ire 

data from the anthropological field rather than from the archaeo

logical field, and in the case of the Uppsala School, where the 

latter feature is more prominent, one carmot but feel that the 

approach is being mac!_e from the wrong direction. It is right and 

proper, of course, to use such,material for the light which it may 

throw upon the Old Testament, and the present writer is constantly 

glad to do so. Nevertheless the approach should surely be out

wards from the latter rather than invrards from the former; otherwise 

instead of following the path of exegesis, we shall be likely to 

stumble into the pitfall of eisegesis with all that this may 

involve in a failure to recognise what may be distinctive in the 

material under review. 'l'hus the descent to the Unclerl'lorld and the 

struggle with the pOi'iers of darkness and death, which comes out so 

clearly in the royal psalms, must not be regardecl as necessarily 
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peculiar to this context and, therefore, an unmistakable form or 

as a result.of democratization. It must be studied in thelight 

of what the Old 'l'estament as a whole may have to tell us about the 

way in which the Israelites looked. upon 'life' and 'death' and the 

c1egree to which a struggle be~ween the two realms may have been a 

norme.l feature of Israelite thought concerning man. Similarly 

the Israelite conception of kingship should find its elucidation 

primarily from irh..<~.t the Old Testament has to say in general 

concerning mr.m and his relations with the Godhead; and until we 

are reasonably clear on this point '''e shall do well to avoid. on 

principle the widely indeterminate expression 'Divine K:i,.ngship' 

a..r1d content ourselves with the more neutral expression 'Sacral 

Kingship'. Accordingly, bearing in mind that our evidence is 

largely confinecl to the Southern Kingdom, the most that the present 

writer is prepared to say with regard to the point at issue is that 

in Israelite thought the king \'!as a notential "extension" of the 

personality of Yahweh; and here all the emphasis lies upon the 

word. in italics, for to say more is to overlook the significance 

of the covenant relationship betvreen Yah\"leh as the Godhead, and the 

reigning member of the House of David' • 

:!!'or the second main .section of our revievT of contemporary 

Psalm study, we turn to the work of English scholars, notably 

those connected with the so~co.lled 'Myth and Ritual School'. 

We have already dealt in considerable detail with the earlier 

history of the movement and in particular, with the place which 

A.R.Joh~!>on and S.H.Hooke have occupied in thi::;_history. There 

are two specific works rThich have been written in recent years 

which need to be mentioned. 'l'he first, Professor .Johnson's Sac:.:al 

Kinp:shi·p in Ancient Israel ( 1955) we have used continuously through

out our stud;:/, so there is little need to say more about this book. 

How,~ver rre ~·1ould note aGain the two principal differences in the 

author' s present aijproach from that which he held in his e;.:;say 

in The Lab~rrinth (1935). In his O'.'m worCI.s (op.cit. p.54) these 

consist of (a) 1 the rejection of the view the.t the festival unc1er 
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discussion (the New Yeo.r Fec;tival) \'Tas concerned v-7i th the cyclir. 

revival of the social unit, and (b) the recognition that its 

orientation was not merely towarcls the follor:ing cycle of twelve 

months hut tm·;arcl.s a c:ompletely new era. That is to say, if 

ever it hacl its roots in a complex of myth ana. ritual which was 

primaril::,r concerned with the cycle of the year and. an annual attempt 

to secure a renewal of life for a specific social unit, this had 

been refashioned in terms of th~ Hebrew experience of Yahweh's 

activity on the plane of history, ~.nd the thoueht in question (i.e. 

that of the author of Deuterq-Isaiah) was really the creation of a 

ne\·: world order ancl the introduction of an age of universal 

righteousness .and peace. In short, while the writer continues to 

reject the historical interpretation of these psalms, he now hold.s, 

not only that they were cultic in intention from the first, but 

that their orientation i'las also eschatological from the first' • 

We have seen various criticisms of Professor .Johnson's work, 

particularly with reference to Sacral Kinr;ship in l\ncient Israel. 

Of these we would mention t•No, one of them in detail. S.H.Hooke1 

himself, reviewing the book (COR Vol. GLVII: 1956 pp.391f) writes, 

'Nevertheless, some difficulties arise in the mind.. They may, 

indeed, be removed.by.the learned author in subsequent publications, 

but to express them here me.y be a help towards their reu;oval. In 

the first place, the evidence is whoJlly drawn from the Psalter, 

and while, no doubt rightly, the present tendency is to assign 

a pre-exilic date to most, if not all, of the kingship and royal 

psalms, yet this is not a matter on \'Thich certainty is poss:i.ble. 

Secondly, it is not unreasonable, perhaps, to ask hoi'f early did. 

this highly moral and eschatological ritual take shape, and who 

was responsible for so remnrkable an achievement. Third.l;r, 

Professor Johnson agrees (p.60) that the agricultural f'estivals of .. 

Canaan were taken over by the Hebrews and given an historical 

interpretation, and on p.66 he adds 11we are on the right track in 

seeing in this celebration of Yahweh as King an adaptation of the 

1. Cf. also the review by G .R.North - ET Vol.L:li."VVI ( 1955-6) 
pp.167f. 
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earlier wors'hip of this one time Canaanite city11 (i.e. Jerusalem). 

1\gain it may be aslced, flhen did the process of a~~ptation begin, 

hoi7 long did it take, and who was responsible? ]•ourthly' it seems 

difficult to find support for the thesis either in the historical 

books or in the writings of the prophets. Indeed, unless the 

prophets who describe the religious conclition of both Israel and 

Judah are erossly exaggerating, it is hard to imagine at wh~t 

pe+iod of the history of the Davidic monarchy the religious level 

of kines and people was such as to permit of the annual performance 

of so lofty a ritual with any appreciation of all its moral and 

eschatological implications. 'rhese are some of the difficulties 

VThi0h present themselves to the mind of one w"ho is both a whole

hearted ac1mirer of Professor Jolmson' s v1ork and a convinced 

believer in the general myth and ritual position. ~l'hey in no way 

detract from the writer's appreciation of the very real merits'of 

this profoundly devout and scholarly exposition of sacral kingship 

i.n Israel' • 

A detailed criticism of Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel 

a.ppearec1 in ET Vol. LJ\."VIII: 1956-7 pp.144ff in the form of an 

article wri.tten by Professor W.S.McCullough of the University of 

1'oronto and entitled ' Israel' s Kings, Sacral and OtherVTise' • 

After outlining Professor Johnson's main position, McCuJ.lough goes 

on to examine critically several aspects of the argument which ·he 

considers debatable. Under the heading of '1'he Monarchy' he asks 

the question 'What has all this (i.e. Johnson's 11 idealised royalty11
) 

to do with the general picture of Israel's kings which we get from 

the Old Testament?', and after citing such records in Old Testament 

history as the despotism of Hebrew rulers (1 Sam. 8.11-18); the 

king as the object of prophetic rebuke (1 K.s;s. 11.29-39; 16.7; 

20.35-43; 2 Kgs. 20.16-19; ~ 7.10-1.3; Hos. 5.1-7; ~· 7.10-17 

et al.) he writes, ''l'he impression which the Old •restament leaves 

on the present ':'Tri-ter is that the kings of both Jerusalem ancl 

Samaria were a mixed. lot, not greatly different from those who 

w·ielded kinr;ly power in other small states either in the ancient 
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Near East or in mediaeval Europe. We may hazard the view that as 

time passed, the rite of anointing became but a formality, a 

conventional seal marking the attainment of royal authority. If 

the kin6 1 S person was thoutsht to be in some way sacral, this was 

of no great moment, for it had little to do either with his life 

expectancy or with his moral and political behaviour. It may be 

sie;nificant that to no Hebrei'T king except David, is attributed the 

possession of the spirit of Yah,·Teh (1 Sam. 16.13; ]_Sam. 23 •. 2). 

Probably such attribution, in the light of the performance of'the 

kings in actual history, would have been felt an impiety'. 

Turning to the position· of the King as a religious leader, 

McCullough agrees tha:t in the case of David and. Solomon, both 

these kings officiated at certain times. as religious leaders 

(v. 2 Sam. 6.13; 1 Kgs. 5.4-15). This fact, together with the 

record that kings showed frequent interest in the temple fabric, 

furnishinGS and repair etc. (2 K:ffi!. 12.1.-17; 16.10-16; 18.4 

et al.) woulc1 surely justify prayer. for them of the kind which is 

found in the so-ce.llecl 1 Ro;y.al psalms 1 • Furthernore, 1 if an 

Israelite kin.::; enjoyect the clistinctive cul~ic position which 

Dr. Johnson claims for him, it j,s stra.n0e that no echoes of this 

are found in the Law' ·• !-.:cCullough then e;ocs on to stress the 

place of' the Priest and Priestly preroc;ath-es in Israelite 

religion (Cf. ,!JCgs. 8.5-6,10; l2.31-32; 2 Kf£. 11.:1.-12 et a.l.) 

and. sug(jests that it is more likely that the position of the king 

in Israel'::; cultus was not a static one. ~!.'hits he says ' It is not 

improbable that in the early clays of the Davidic House, the king \7as 

head of the cultus·, and that in the course of time the influence of 

the priesthood considerably increased' • 

Ui th reeard. to the House of David, the author- considers that 

the reason why the De.viCJ.ic line lasted as lon.'3 as it did was 

partly clue to the homoe;eneity of the people it ruled, and partly to 

the belief that this family was destined by Yahweh to rule forever 

in Jerusalem. 'l'hus he says 1 The vie\'! that the House of David vras 

selected to rule for ever in Jerusalem, even when the selection is 
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qualified in ~orne sense (Cf. 1J~· 2.1-4) ce.n only be described as 

a political myth or an artful fabrication'. He cites Psalm 89 as 

indicative of the non-moral direction in '!'Thich this Davidic dogma 

could. lead. 

In the longest section of his critique, Professor HcCullough 

deals rrith the Autumnal Festival itself. He expresses doubt that 

a:n.y iclea of Yahi'ieh as Kins was fm·therect by the Jebusite cult in 

Jerusalem and suggests that A.R.Johnson has presented 'an imagi~a

tive reconstruction' only, of the cultic procedure of the Autwnn 

Festival. In so far as the clescription 'Hi tual drama' is 

concerned, he objects strongly to it when used with reference to 

the religion of Israel, not because he refuses to subscribe to the 

view that Israel mi~ht have used such drama, but because 'even the 

members of the Myth and Ritual School must aclmit that no clearly 

discernible vestiEes of such a drama have surYived' • Dealing 

with specific po:l.nts in Professor Johnson's arsm_nent·, the author 

considers _various examples of translation am1 interpretation 

connected with Pss. 48,.89 and 110 and then goes on to. question 

Johnson's conclusions with regard to the particular part of the 

ritual drama which is said to indicate victory over death and 

which is an assurance to king and pe<?ple alike of this fact. He 

maintains that the suggestion that Yah;•Jeh is in conflict \'rith 

cleath, i~ foreign to the thought of :J:srael as represented in the . ~ . .. 
Ola. Testament. In Israel, he thinks, death was onlJ; undesirable 

'!then it struck prematurely through sickness, disaster, or the 

machinations of enemies. 'It is from one of these ancillary 

ae;ents ~.;hat deliverance is usually sought in Israel 1 s prayers, it 

is not :f'rom "death" as a part of the natural order of things'. 

Lastly, after a consideration of the specific texts in Psalms 68, 

48 and 18 used by Professor Johnson in support of' his theory, 

McCullough concludes ' •••• if we are to be asked to believe that in 

the ritual of the autuJ!lnal feast "Death" vras vanqui~hed, we surely 

have the right to ask for more convincing evidence than Dr.Johnson 

supplies. Quite ape.rt from such a consideration, what a meaning-
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less mumbo jumbo it must have been, if year after year the kine ''rent 

through this dre.mo. wherein death was suppo;:;edly nullified, or the 

hope was helcl out that death would eventually be ended. Yet 

Hebrews continued to die and descend into Sheol as h:::.d their 

fathers, end there was still no hope of a resurrection. If such a 

ritua.l drama did once exist, we can well understand why, as religious 

insight deepened, it should have fallen into disuse'. 

~'his criticism evol<:ed a prompt reply from Professor ,Johnson, ancl 

in the same volume of the ExPosi~ory 'J~imes (p.178ff) in reasoned and. 

powerfully-written article, he c1isrnis sed the objections as having 

little bearing on the validity of his mm argument or its 

conclusions. He encled his article 'To sum up, while Professor 

l.icCullough appe.rently deplores the use of imagination in one~ s 

approach to the words of Scripture, it seems to me that it is a 

lacl>:: of a disciplined imagination and the accompanying failure to 

recognise in classical Hebrew, not a. dead language to be pinned down 

1Jy the sys tem-lovinr; grammarian, but the living language of a 

people whose forms of thought and modes of expression vrere markedly 

different from our own, which has led to so much unnecessary 

emendation of the text and has blinded us to so much that is of 

fundamental :importance in the Old Testament records. I must 

conclude, therefore, ·with an expression of gratitude to Professor 

McCullough for so clearly underlinine; this ;point and confirming me 

in the sounclness of my methods. 1 

~'he second work, again to which we have made frequent reference, 

is the collection of essays edited by S.If.Hooke entitled Myth, Ritual 

and Kj.ngship ( 1958). .rrhis volume contains nine essays in all, eight 

of which vrere delivered in the University of Manchester in 1955 and 

1956. 'I'hese essays coyer a '!Tide variety of topics, and often reveel 

differences both in epproach and outlook. Four essays are co!!cerned 

vlith evidence from outside Israel and deal respectively with the 

general practice of kinc;ship in the early Semitic kingdoms, the 

Eg;y1)tian kin;; ship rituals, the Hittite conception of kine ship and. 

the Cnn.:1anite conception a..s revealed by the Ras Slmmra tablets. 
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Three of ·the essays haYe Grirect reference to the Old Testament. 

Professor m.dengren vtrites under the head.ing of 'l!~arly Hebr:e•:! myths 

aml their interpretation' ,. Professor Jl .• R •• Jo:b..nson contributes his 

widely-knOi'fn chapter on I Hebrew conceptions of Kingship' and 

Professor Rowley a study, written •;vith much reserve, of 'Ritual 

and the Hebrew Prophets' • The first and last essays consist 

respectively of an introc1uction by Professor Hooke in vrhich he 

surveys the conteanpora:I""IJ position and answers some of the more 

important criticisms which have been made of the '!<yth and Ritual' 

approach; and. a concluding critical review of the 'i-f:yth and Hi tual' 

position by Professor Brandon. With ree;arcl to the former essay 

it is worth mentioning here thnt Professor Hooke does in fc:>.ct 

deal ;;i th many of the critic isms of the 'r!:yth and Ritual' position 

':rhich we h;J.Ve noted, from time jt:o time, in our study. But there 

is one particularly importan'c attack on the ::_:lositiibn which we have 

not considerecl, namely, that of Professor Henri Frankfort. 

Prof'essor Frankfott's criticism first e.ppeared in his book 

KingshiJ) and the Gods ( 1948) and e.n even more vigorous attack was 

made by him upon the 'i('!-th and Ritual' position in his Frazer 

Lecture for 1951 entitled ::'The Problem of Simile..ri tv in Andent 

Near Eastern Religions. 'l'here are four main points of criticism: 

i) He suggests that the contributors to Myth an1l Ri·tual were· 

far too dependent for their conclusions upon Frazer's original 

studies. 

ii) He strongly objects to the theory in I~·~t1~....12-~ that 

the similarity. between the myths and ri-tuals of Egypt, Babylon and 

surroundint; countries is the result of a common 'culture pattern'. 

iii) He denies the existence of any such similarities, :h..a.ving 

objectecl that to start from a belief that these similarities are 

generic destroys any possibility of proper treatment of the 

evidence. 

iv) He maintains that the contributors to Myth.and Ritual have 

'recklessly' imposed an imaginary 'pe.ttern' upon the religion of 

Israel. Professor Hooke expands and answers Frarutfort's criticisms 

on p.4ff of his essay in Hyth, Ritual and Kingship. 
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In the third and last section of otrr consideration of modern 

Psalm study we hc'lve as our subject, the work of Dr. Norman Snaith. 

As early as 1934, Snaith producec1 a voltune entitled Studies in the 

Psalter in which he endeavoured to show that the psalms VThich 

M:owinckel associated most closely with the :New Year Festival were 

actue.lly post-exilic, and in any case were Sabbath Psalms. Hence 

they could not possibly have been the apparatus of a pre-exilic 

feast of the type which Mowinckel hc1.d proposed. In 1947, a second 

volume was published - The Jewish New Year Festival: its origins 

and development; r.md it is this work with which we shall now be 

primarily concerned. 

l'he {:l.uthor begins with the pre-exilic New Year feast. I-I a vine; 

denied (against S.H.I-Iooke) that the Passover was a New Year 

J!'estival, he maintains that it was a seasonal apotropaic festival 

(p.21f'f). He then preceeds to show that in the pre-exilic Autumn 

festivaJ_ two aspects were prominent - an Olcl_ Year feast of thanks

givinr; and joy and D. l'Je•.•r Year feast of prayer ancl supplication in 

which prayers for rain played the principal part (p.58f'f). He 

further notes th<:>..t in the early Hebrew rite ' •••• there is no need 

to assume •••• any copyinr, of the Babylonian custom of d.ecicling the 

fate of the coming year' (p.64). It is also interesting to note 

that he agrees with J-,iorrinckel that the origin of the phrase 'the 

D.:>.y of the Lord' is to be found in the ideas of the change of fate 

'!'thich cnme to be associated i'l"i th the Autumn festival. 

In his third Chapter, rDr. Snaith discusses the origin of 

Chodesh o.nd Sabbath, o.rguins that the former should be translated 

'new month day' and not 'new moon', and that the. latter was 

originally the new moon clay, in ancient Israel a clay of joy 

(p.96ff). '.rhe chapter follOi'ring ele.borates the author's theory 

that the change of calendar which took place in the tra..r1sference 

from the old Palestinian system to the Mesopotamian, e.ccounts for 

'l'ishri 10 being the apparent New Year's Day in _!!_g~ek. 4.0.1. He 

examines the blmring of trumpets on ~l'ishri 1 and sue;gests that 

this is ·connecte.d \'ii th:·p·ra:yers for riti~ ·~_ncl 'no;t bec·ause ·Rosh_ hash-
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Shanah is the festival of' Yal1'1leh the King (p.176). The Coronation 

psalms are ruled. out as evidence in support of' Mowinckel's thesis 

since they are Sabbath-psalms (p.195f'f). 

The final chapter, which is the most interesting to us in our 

study, concerns New Year festivals in Mesopotamia and. Syria. The 

author considers the Babylonian akitu festival and holcls that there 

is a fundamental difference between the cults of' Mesopotamia and 

those of Palestine - the former showing the influence of an urban 

clevelopment ancl. of astrology while the latter are the cults of an 

agricultural people, and connected with fertility (p.214ff). His 

conclusion is '<'rorth quoting in full as it expresses quite clearly 

the position which he has reached viz: 'Our conclusion in this 

matter, therefore, is that the similarities between Mesopotamian 

ritual and Hebrew rites are not so marked as to involve any direct 

borrowing during and before the time of the kings. Such association 

as there is belongs to the distant past, and is confined to fertility 

rites generally. In Syr:la .we have a development along the lines 

clemancled "by a predominantly agricultural commtmi ty, with Tammuz-

Adonis associations prevailirl[;. In i'iiesopota.I!lia we have an urban 

development, always ir..clininr; away from agricultural habits, with a 

much more d.efinite p1!.ntheon. In Mesopotamia the deities tencl to 

bt:! !!lore separate each from the; other. They have their astral 

associations, 0.11d a \Vhole ~Horld of astrological lore comes to be 

j_ntroctucec1. On the other hand in Palestine the tendency is for 

the apci0nt 'manu' ideas to prevail, and also for fertility cults 

to prevail, especially the weeping for Tammuz (~:zek. 8.14), the 

cult of creeping beasts (v.10) the worship of the rising sun (v.16). 

'rhis latter is •,he type of cultus ·.vhich r:~hows most traces in the 

Old Testament, tmtil the time when the kings \'lho were ti':i.butai"J 

to Assyria and Babylonia introcluced the cults of their overlo1·ds, 

but these new ideas were of comparatively late date, and few of 

them seem to have st~vived the exile. 
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The exile itself led to a new contact with Babylon, and the 

effect of this is to be seen in the ner1 ideas concerning· the 

Sabbath, in E. revival of .the ancient Rahab-myth (e.g. Second 

Isa.iah), and in such cult innovations as the introduction of 

incense. But we find no adoption of Babylonian cult-ceremonies 

after the pattern which Mol'!inckel presupposes. The new Israel 

had. a tremenclous horror of all such associations, ancl it is 

unlikely that any new dramatisations were introduced which in any 

way alloried the Deity to be represented by mortal man, nor was there 

any kins ·:;ho could take a role anythine; approachine; that which '7as 

d.emandecl of the Ba"!aylonian kine;s 1 ( p. 220) • 

Dr. Snaith's book is interesting because it indicates something 

of the enormous amotmt of work which had been producecl in the field 

of 'Myth and Ritual' between the year of publication of the volume 

M:[.tg_and R:i.tUc"..l in 1933, ancl 1947 when Snai th 1 s book was itself 

published. We ha.ve not seen any detailed criticism of 'fhe Jewish 
1 

New Year Fes~iv£_1_. Reviews-· of the book expressed in the main, 

the feeline that· this rms a detailed and scholarly vrork, indicating 

many new points of interest and illustrating, by its criticism of 

certain features of the 'Myth and Ritual' position, the necessity 

of cautious scholarship. .A.R.ifohnson in a footnote to his article 

in J~T. Vol. LXII (1950) which refers to Snitith' s book, ''rrites 

''flhile there is much that is cogent in the critic ism which has been 

levelled against J!iowinckcl's theory •••• it is by no means unanswerable, 

and there is eood reason to believe· that in principle the theory is 

sound'. 

So then, we turn to record some brief, final observations on 

the_·.value of .the.· .. '.M;y-th, Ritual and Kingship' approach to the Psalter, 

and its influence on Old 1'estament studies as a whole. 

S.G.F.Brandon in the concluding passage of his essay 'The Myth and 

Ritual Position Critically Considered' (t:iyth, H.itue..l and Kingship 

1. See Review by D.M.G.Stalkei= in JTS Vol.L (1949) p.73f and 
C.R.North' s review in ET· Vol. LIX (1947-8) p.260. 
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p.290f), indicates in a particular way the effect vrhich the 1 1;1yth 

and Ri tu.:1.l' approach has had upon theological studies in general. 

He •:Trites 1 •••• what is perhaps the most significant :j.ndication of 

the achievement of the "tiyth ano. Ritual" thesis is to be found by 

way of a comparison. Bet•:feen the years 1903 and 1921 the twelve 

voltune::; comprising Hastine;' s Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics 

'\'!ere publisheo .• In this great corpus of iiu'ormation tmder "Ri tual 11 

only e. cross-reference was given to "Prayer" and "Worship 11
, 'while 

the article on 11~/iythology" treated the qu.e~tion of the ritual 

origin of myth solely from the aetiological point of vieVI. When 

one contemplates the .::;reat output of works which has been inspired 

by the 11Myth and Ritual 11 thesis and the interest and reorientation 

of view which those works represent, it would seem that a veritable 

renaissance (or reformation) wag inaugurated in this field of study 

in 1933, when Professor Hooke and his colleagues published their 
• I 

sympos~um • Our survey has clearly shown the result of this 

great interest to which Brandon refers, and there is no reason to 

doubt that, amongst students and scholars alike, the same degree 

of interest is likely to be maintained, if not increased, in the 

years ahead .• For in:; tance, a note\•rorthy event of recent month~, 

has been the announcement of the translation.into English and 

imminent publication of Mo•.•Tinckel' s latest work on the Psalter. 

This ':'Till be entitled '.rhe Psalms in Israel' s liforshiJ? .( 2 volumes. 

Trans. DR. Ap-Thomas). 

Thus there are many students of the Old •restament who vrould agree 

with Brandon in his estimation of the 'Kyth and Ritual~: thesis as 
1 one of the major developments in the comparati\•e study of religion' 

and who '.7ou .. 1d further concur that 'despite all the opposition which 

it has encountered, when the final acljustments are made it will be 

found that its contribution he.s been of the hie;hest importance and 

that its value is a.bidine;' 1 ( op.cit. 1).290). Certainly it has 

1.Professor Brandon reminds us in e. footnote that tho~ measure of the 
influence of the 'Eyth ancl. Ri tuc.l' thesis is to he seen in the fact 
tho..t the theme of the 7th International Gonsress for the HistOI"J of 
Relie;ions ,held at Amsterc1am in 1950,was 'the mythical-ritual pattern 
in civilisation' ,e..ncl thut of the 8th Congress,held in Rome in :1..!155 
was the 'king-God and the sacral character of Kingship'. 
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been firmly es.tablished by scholars supporting the thesis 1 that the 

office of kingship plt'.yect a vi tal role in the religious life of 

countr:i.es of the 1L'1.cient l'fear J~e.st, a:1d that the self-r-;ame office 

in Israel cc:m only properly be evaluated in the light which such 

comparative study throws upon it. This is not to suggest, e.s many 

critics of the thesis have' clone, t_:ha~ .Israel is thereby accredited 

with beliefs and customs utterly foreign to her religious nature, but 

rather that; as a result of such comparative study, 'me.ny hitherto 

obscure passages in Hebrew literature gain a new and convincinB 

meaninG, e.nd truer apprecia. t:i.on of the peculie.r r;enius oi' ·Israelite 

reliBion is thereby made possible' (S.G.F.Bra!'ldon- loc.cit.). 

It is certainly true that the methods of eA-position used by both 

the 'Uppsala School' and the English 'v:yth and Ritual' School have 

been severely criticised .• · We trust that we have illustrated in 

preceding pages of this study, a representative cross-section of' 

such criticism which will enable the student of Sacral Kineship 

theories to assess its ,,alue for himself. 'I' hat certain writers 

have been lecl on, as a result of their inYestigations e.nd stuclies, to 

put forward views of c.n extreme nature, is not particularly 

surprising. Indeecl what is surprising i$ the relative conservatism 

with rrhich mo.;;t protagonists of the '~'!yth and Ritw.l' thesis have 

treated their findings. We make'no excuse for quoting once again 

Professor A.R.Johnson' s words in his Expository 'l'imes article (Vol. 

IJXII p.4:l.) concerning .what he believed to be the right method of 

study v!ith rega!'d to 'li:yth and. Ritual' subjects - 'Both in the case 

of Mowinckel where the tenclency is even more prominent in the use of 

comparative data from the anthropoligical fielcl than from the archaeo

logical field, and in the case of the Uppsala school, where the 

latter feature i!.! the more prominent, one cannot but feel that the 

jipproach is being made fror:: the wrong direction. It is right and 

proper, of course, to use'such IUaterial for.the light which it may 

throw upon the Old ~l'estament-, and· the· present writer is constantly 

glad to do s·o. Nevertheless.,. the approach should. surely he outwards 

J from the latter rather than inwarcls from the former; otheri.fus·e, 
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instead of following the path of exegesis, we shall be likely to 

stumble into the pitfall of eisegesis with all this may involve in 

a failure to recognise what may be distinctive in the material under 

revie¥r1 • ~lfe believe Professor ,Johnson's own published work on the 

subject of '!'.iyth ancl Ritual' , to be a brilliant example of how such 

advice may be e~fectively applied. Certainly there is no risk of 

},iartin Noth' s somewhat sweeping criticism of the method as resulting 

in excessive simplifications and a disregard of historical results 

(v. 'Gott, k6nic und VoDc' - ~"'Z.'T'h.K. 1950 pp.15'7-191) being applied 

here~ 

It is almost 400 years since Richard Hooker (1554-1600) wrote of 

the Psalter - 'The choice and flower of all things profitable in 

other books the Psalms clo both more briefly contain, and :more movingly 

express •••• Wbat is there necessai'"IJ for man to knor; which the Psalms 

are not able to teach? 'l'hey are to bee;inners an easy and familiar 

introcl.uction, a mighty augmentation of all virtue and knowledge in 

such as are entered before, a strong confirmation to the most perfect 

amongst others. !!eroical magnanimity, exquisite justice, grave 

moderation, exact wisdom, repentance u.'l"lfeigned, 1mwearied patience, 

the mysteries of God, the sufferings of Ghrist, the terrors of wrath, 

the comforts of grace, the works of Proviclence over this world, and 

the promised joys of that world which is to come, all good necessarily 

to be either known or done or hacl, this one celestial fountain 

yieldeth •••• Hereof it is that we _covet to make the Psalms especially 

familiar unto all' (Laws of Ecclesiastical Politv Bk.V. 3'7.2). In 

our own day it may be justly saicl that those scholars whose v1ork we 

have examined and discussed in this study have, by their scholarship 

and imagination, made their ovm particular and valuable contribution 

towards renderine; the Psalms truly 'familiar to all'. 
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